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NEW MIRROR PAIRS OF CALABI-YAU ORBIFOLDS
ALAN STAPLEDON
Abstract. We prove a representation-theoretic version of Borisov-Batyrev mirror symmetry,
and use it to construct infinitely many new pairs of orbifolds with mirror Hodge diamonds,
with respect to the usual Hodge structure on singular complex cohomology. We conjecture that
the corresponding orbifold Hodge diamonds are also mirror. When X is the Fermat quintic in
P4, and X˜∗ is a Sym
5
-equivariant, toric resolution of its mirror X∗, we deduce that for any
subgroup Γ of the alternating group A5, the Γ-Hilbert schemes Γ-Hilb(X) and Γ-Hilb(X˜
∗) are
smooth Calabi-Yau threefolds with (explicitly computed) mirror Hodge diamonds.
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1. Introduction
Based originally on the computations of physicists in [20], mirror symmetry predicts that n-
dimensional, complex, Calabi-Yau manifolds occur in pairs (V,W ) with mirror Hodge diamonds.
That is,
hp,q(V ) = hn−p,q(W ) for 0 ≤ p, q ≤ n.
The work of Batyrev and Dais [5, 6, 10] led to the more general conjecture that n-dimensional,
possibly singular, complex, Calabi-Yau varieties occur in pairs (V,W ) with stringy invariants
satisfying the relation
Est(V ;u, v) = (−u)
nEst(W ;u
−1, v).
If V˜ → V and W˜ →W are crepant resolutions of V and W respectively, then this says that
hp,q(V˜ ) = hn−p,q(W˜ ) for 0 ≤ p, q ≤ n.
Mirror pairs of Calabi-Yau manifolds are constructed in the work of Borcea [14], Voisin [42] and
Batyrev, Ciocan-Fontanine, Kim and van Straten [8, 9]. Conjectural mirror pairs also appear in
the work of Rødland[34], Bo¨hm [13] and Kanazawa [30]. Apart from these examples, all known
mirror pairs of Calabi-Yau varieties appear as a result of a general construction of Batyrev and
Borisov [7] of mirror pairs of complete intersections in Fano toric varieties. In the hypersurface
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case, their construction is as follows: they observe that d-dimensional reflexive lattice polytopes
P and P ∗ naturally appear in pairs associated to dual lattices M and N respectively, and let X
and X∗ be hypersurfaces in the associated complex toric varieties that are non-degenerate with
respect to P and P ∗ respectively in the sense of Khovanski˘ı [29].
Let Γ be a finite group that acts linearly on M , and leaves P invariant. Then one can show
that this induces an action of Γ on the toric varieties associated to P and P ∗ respectively.
Assume that the hypersurfaces X and X∗ are Γ-invariant. In Definition 5.1, we define the
equivariant stringy invariant Est,Γ(Z;u, v) of a complex, Gorenstein variety Z with an action of
Γ. The invariants Est,Γ(X;u, v) and Est,Γ(X
∗;u, v) are polynomials in u and v with coefficients
in the complex representation ring R(Γ) of Γ (see Corollary 5.7). In Theorem 6.1, we prove
the following representation-theoretic version of Batyrev-Borisov mirror symmetry that was
conjectured in [39, Conjecture 9.1],
(1) Est,Γ(X;u, v) = (−u)
d−1 det(ρ) · Est,Γ(X
∗;u−1, v),
where det(ρ) denotes the determinant representation associated with the action of Γ on M . In
particular, it follows that if there exist Γ-equivariant, crepant, toric resolutions X˜ → X and
X˜∗ → X∗, then we have an equality of representations
Hp,q(X˜) = det(ρ) ·Hd−1−p,q(X˜∗) ∈ R(Γ) for 0 ≤ p, q ≤ d− 1.
The result above is deduced as a consequence of a general formula for the equivariant Hodge-
Deligne polynomial of a non-degenerate hypersurface in a torus (Theorem 4.10), which may be
considered the main result of the paper, together with a formula for the equivariant stringy
invariant (Proposition 5.5), and a simplification for hypersurfaces that are non-degenerate with
respect to a reflexive polytope (Corollary 5.7).
We remark that in the simplest case, when Γ is trivial, Batyrev and Borisov’s proof of (1) relies
on some deep results on intersection cohomology. As remarked by Borisov in [15, Section 5]:
‘However, it was very difficult to compute the Hodge-Deligne numbers of an arbitrary non-
degenerate affine hypersurface. This was a major technical problem in the proof of mirror sym-
metry of the stringy Hodge numbers for Calabi-Yau complete intersections in [7].’
On the other hand, after developing some combinatorial machinery in Section 2 and Section 3,
and using the results of [38] and [39], we are able to provide a purely combinatorial proof of our
result. In the case when Γ is trivial, the author has been informed that unpublished combinatorial
proofs were independently given and subsequently lost by Borisov and Khovanski˘ı.
As an immediate corollary, we have the following surprising result. If Γ ⊆ SL(M), then the
orbifolds X˜/Γ and X˜∗/Γ, which are possibly singular but whose cohomology admits a pure
Hodge structure, have mirror Hodge diamonds. That is,
hp,q(X˜/Γ) = hd−1−p,q(X˜∗/Γ) for 0 ≤ p, q ≤ d− 1.
When Γ acts freely on X˜ and X˜∗, this produces new mirror pairs of Calabi-Yau manifolds
(see Section 7 for explicit examples). On the other hand, when the orbifolds have singularities,
observe that this is a strictly different statement to the usual mirror symmetry test. Also, observe
that these orbifolds do not appear in Batyrev and Borisov’s construction; the singularities of
these orbifolds can be non-abelian, whereas all varieties in Batyrev and Borisov’s construction
have toroidal, and hence abelian, singularities.
Results of Yasuda in [43] imply that the coefficients of Est(V ;u, v) for an orbifold V are equal
to the orbifold Hodge numbers hp,qorb(V ) of V , as introduced by Chen and Ruan in [22]. The above
results suggest the following McKay-type correspondence; if Γ ⊆ SL(M), then the orbifolds X˜/Γ
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and X˜∗/Γ should have mirror orbifold Hodge diamonds. That is,
hp,qorb(X˜/Γ) = h
d−1−p,q
orb (X˜
∗/Γ) for 0 ≤ p, q ≤ d− 1.
In particular, if there exist crepant resolutions Z → X˜/Γ and Z∗ → X˜∗/Γ, then this would imply
that Z and Z∗ are (d− 1)-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifolds with mirror Hodge diamonds. We
refer the reader to Conjecture 6.7 for a precise, and more general, statement.
The quintic threefold X = {x50+x
5
1+x
5
2+x
5
3+x
5
4 = 0} ⊆ P
4 admits an action of the symmetry
group Sym5 by permuting co-ordinates. A Sym5-invariant mirror hypersurface X
∗ in Batyrev
and Borisov’s construction is singular and admits a Sym5-equivariant, toric, crepant resolution
X˜∗ → X∗. In fact, this was one of the first and most significant examples in mirror symmetry.
That is, a remarkable, early application of mirror symmetry was a prediction by physicists in
[19] of the number of rational curves of a given degree on X. A mathematical explanation and
interpretation was later given by Morrison in [32].
Our results state that for any subgroup Γ of the group A5 of even permutations, X/Γ and
X˜∗/Γ are orbifolds with mirror Hodge diamonds. In Section 8, we explicitly verify Conjec-
ture 6.7, and deduce that X/Γ and X˜∗/Γ have mirror orbifold Hodge diamonds. Moreover,
a theorem of Bridgeland, King and Reid [18, Theorem 1.2] implies that crepant resolutions of
X/A5 and X˜
∗/A5 are given by the Γ-Hilbert schemes Γ-Hilb(X) and Γ-Hilb(X˜
∗) respectively,
which parametrize 0-dimensional subschemes Z such that the induced representation of Γ on
H0(Z,OZ ) is isomorphic to the regular representation C[Γ] of Γ. We deduce that Γ-Hilb(X) and
Γ-Hilb(X˜∗) are Calabi-Yau manifolds with mirror Hodge diamonds. For example, when Γ = A5,
the respective Hodge diamonds are
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 5 0 0 15 0
1 15 15 1 1 5 5 1.
0 5 0 0 15 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
Finally, we expect the results of Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5 to have independent interest outside of
applications to mirror symmetry (see, for example, Remark 2.6, Example 2.8, Remark 4.4 and
Remark 5.4). We also expect that similar results hold for complete intersections, rather than
hypersurfaces, although we do not pursue this here.
Notation and conventions. All varieties are over the complex numbers, and all cohomology
will be taken with complex coefficients, with respect to the usual (complex) topology. All
group actions will be left group actions. If Γ is a finite group, then R(Γ) denotes the complex
representation ring of Γ. We will often identify a virtual representation χ in R(Γ) with its
associated virtual character, and write χ(γ) for its evaluation at γ in Γ. If M is a lattice, then
we write MR :=M ⊗Z R.
Acknowledgements. In the case when Γ is trivial, a significant amount of the work in Section 4
was completed while the author was visiting the IAS in 2006, where he benefited enormously
from the help and encouragement of Mircea Mustat¸aˇ and Lev Borisov. The author would also
like to thank Igor Dolgachev for pointing him to known references of mirror Calabi-Yau’s, and
would like to thank Askold Khovanski˘ı for useful conversations.
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2. Representations and cones
The goal of this section is to introduce and study representation-theoretic analogues of the
h-polynomial and g-polynomial of a polyhedral cone.
We will use the following setup throughout this section. Let Γ be a finite group, and let
ρ : Γ → GLd+1(R) be a real representation. Let C ⊆ R
d+1 be a (d + 1)-dimensional, pointed,
polyhedral, Γ-invariant cone. For each face F of C, let ΓF denote the stabilizer of F with
complex representation ring R(ΓF ), and let ρF : ΓF → GLdimF (R) denote the representation of
ΓF on the linear span of F . Let det(ρF ) : ΓF → {±1} ⊆ R be the corresponding determinant
representation. When F = {0}, we set ρF to be the trivial representation of Γ. Fix γ ∈ Γ, and
let Bγ denote the poset of γ-invariant faces of C.
If B is a finite poset then the Mo¨bius function µB : B × B → Z is defined recursively as
follows (see, for example, [37, Section 3.7]),
µB(x, y) =


1 if x = y
0 if x > y
−
∑
x<z≤y µB(z, y) = −
∑
x≤z<y µB(x, z) if x < y
,
and satisfies the property that for any function h : B → A to an abelian group A,
(2) h(x) =
∑
x≤y
µB(x, y)g(y), where g(y) =
∑
y≤z
h(z).
For any pair z ≤ x in B, we can consider the interval [z, x] = {y ∈ B | z ≤ y ≤ x}. Suppose that
B has a minimal element 0 and a maximal element 1, and that every maximal chain in B has
the same length. The rank r(x) of an element x in B is equal to the length of a maximal chain in
[0, x], and the rank of B is r(1). In this case, we say that B is Eulerian if µB(x, y) = (−1)
r(x)−r(y)
for x ≤ y.
Example 2.1. [44] The poset of faces of a pointed, polyhedral cone F is an Eulerian poset
under inclusion with rank function r(F ) = dimF .
The following lemma will be key in proving the results of this section.
Lemma 2.2. For fixed γ ∈ Γ, the poset Bγ of γ-invariant faces of C is an Eulerian poset, with
Mo¨bius function µγ given by
µγ(F,F
′) = (−1)dimF
′−dimF det ρF (γ) det ρF ′(γ),
where F ⊆ F ′ are γ-invariant faces of C.
Proof. Consider the linear subspace Lγ = {x ∈ R
d+1 | γ · x = x} and the cone Cγ = C ∩ Lγ .
Observe that every γ-invariant face of C contains a γ-fixed point in its relative interior. Indeed,
we can construct such a point by summing the vectors in the γ-orbit of any fixed interior point.
It follows that the elements of Bγ are in inclusion-preserving bijection with the faces of Cγ , where
a γ-invariant face F of C corresponds to the face Fγ = F ∩Lγ of Cγ . Moreover, Lemma 5.5 and
Remark 5.6 in [38] imply that
det ρF (γ) = (−1)
dimF−dimFγ .
Hence Example 2.1 implies that Bγ is an Eulerian poset with Mo¨bius function given by
µγ(F,F
′) = (−1)dimF
′
γ−dimFγ = (−1)dimF
′−dimF det ρF (γ) det ρF ′(γ).

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We will also need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Fix γ ∈ Γ, and let F be a non-zero γ-invariant face of C. Then
(−t)dimF det(t−1I − ρF (γ)) = det ρF (γ) det(tI − ρF (γ)).
Proof. Since γ has finite order, we may assume that γ acts on the linear span of F via a diagonal
matrix (λ1, . . . , λdimF ) whose entries are roots of unity. Using the fact that both sides of the
equation above are real-valued polynomials, the left hand side equals
(−t)dimF (t−1 − λ1) · · · (t
−1 − λdimF ) = λ1 · · ·λdimF (t− λ1) · · · (t− λdimF )
= det ρF (γ)(t− λ1) · · · (t− λdimF ).

Stanley introduced the h-polynomial and g-polynomial of an Eulerian poset in [35]. Our next
goal is to recursively define two polynomials of virtual representations associated to the action
of Γ on C, which may be viewed as representation-theoretic analogues of the h-polynomial and
g-polynomial of the poset of faces of C.
More specifically, if F is a non-zero face of C, consider the polynomial of virtual representa-
tions
(3) det[tI − ρF ] :=
dimF∑
i=0
(−1)dimF−i(
dimF−i∧
ρF )t
i ∈ R(ΓF )[t],
where
∧j ρF denotes the jth exterior product of the representation ρF . Observe that the evalu-
ation of the associated character det[tI−ρF ](γ) at γ ∈ Γ is equal to det(tI−ρF (γ)). If F = {0},
then we set det[tI − ρF ] = 1 ∈ R(Γ). Induction of representations from ΓF to Γ gives rise to an
additive homomorphism IndΓΓF : R(ΓF )[t]→ R(Γ)[t].
Definition 2.4. If C = {0}, then define H(C, t) = G(C, t) ∈ R(Γ)[t] to be the trivial rep-
resentation. If C 6= {0}, then define elements H(C, t) and G(C, t) of R(Γ)[t] recursively as
follows:
H(C, t) =
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
F 6=C
det[tI − ρ] IndΓΓF
G(F, t)
(t− 1) det[tI − ρF ]
,
where C/Γ denotes the set of Γ-orbits of faces of C, and
G(C, t) = τ≤ dimC−1
2
(1− t)H(C, t),
where τ≤i denotes truncation of all terms of degree at most i.
Remark 2.5. Assuming C 6= {0}, if one evaluates the virtual characters of the virtual repre-
sentations above at γ ∈ Γ, one obtains
H(C, t)(γ) =
det(tI − ρ(γ))
t− 1
∑
γ·F=F
F 6=C
G(F, t)(γ)
det(tI − ρF (γ))
,
where det(tI − ρF (γ)) = 1 when F = {0}, and
G(C, t)(γ) = τ≤ dimC−1
2
(1− t)H(C, t)(γ).
Since γ fixes a non-zero vector in the interior of C, it follows that det(tI−ρ(γ))(t−1) det(tI−ρF (γ)) is a polynomial
in t of degree d − dimF . We deduce that H(C, t) is a polynomial of degree d with leading
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coefficient equal to 1 ∈ R(Γ). Observe that evaluation of characters at 1 ∈ Γ yields the usual
h-polynomial and g-polynomial of the poset of faces of C [35].
Remark 2.6. The equations in the definition above were motivated by the following geometric
interpretation of H(C, t) and G(C, t), which extends known interpretations of the h-polynomial
and g-polynomial when Γ = {1}. In the latter case, we refer the reader to [16] for an excellent
survey paper on the combinatorial intersection cohomology of fans.
Firstly, observe that C may be viewed as the cone over a Γ-invariant polytope P . Indeed, Γ
acts on the dual cone Cˇ of C, and one may construct a Γ-invariant point u in the interior of
Cˇ by summing the elements of a Γ-orbit of any interior point. The intersection of C with an
appropriate affine translate H of the Γ-invariant hyperplane determined by u is a Γ-invariant
polytope P . Moreover, one may fix a Γ-invariant point v in the relative interior of P .
Let Σ denote the Γ-invariant fan over the faces of P in H − v. Then Γ acts on the global
sections IH2i(Σ) of the intersection cohomology sheaf of Σ, and H(C, t) =
∑d
i=0 IH
2i(Σ)ti ∈
R(G). In particular, H(C, t) is a polynomial of representations (rather than virtual represen-
tations) of Γ, and Poincare´ duality for intersection cohomology sheaves on fans implies that
H(C, t) = tdH(C, t−1). The Hard Lefschetz theorem then implies that G(C, t) is a polynomial
of representations.
We will not need this remark in what follows, so we leave the proof open. In Proposition 2.10,
we give a combinatorial proof that H(C, t) = tdH(C, t−1).
Example 2.7. Suppose that C is a simplicial cone i.e. C has precisely d+1 rays. Then it follows
from Remark 2.6 that the coefficients of H(C, t) are the representations of Γ on the cohomology
of Pd, and hence H(C, t) = 1 + t+ · · ·+ td and G(C, t) = 1. One may also deduce this from the
definition. Indeed, in this case ρ is the permutation representation of Γ acting on the rays of C.
For any γ ∈ Γ, let I1, . . . , Is denote the γ-orbits of rays of C. Then the γ-invariant faces FJ of
C are precisely the faces spanned by the rays in a subset J ⊆ {1, . . . , s} of the γ-orbits of rays
of C. Using induction, we compute
H(C, t)(γ) =
∑
J({1,...,s}
∏
j /∈J(t
|Ij | − 1)
t− 1
=
∏
J⊆{1,...,s}((t
|Ij | − 1) + 1)− 1
t− 1
= 1 + t+ · · ·+ td.
Example 2.8. Let Γ = Z2 = {1, ǫ} act on R
d sending v to −v, and let P be a d-dimensional
Z2-invariant polytope. In this case, P is called centrally symmetric. If C denotes the cone over
P × 1 in Rd+1, then C has no proper, non-zero ǫ-invariant faces. By Remark 2.5, H(C, t)(1) =
h(C, t) =
∑d
i=0 hit
i is the usual h-vector of C, and H(C, t)(ǫ) = (1 + t)d. If ζ denotes the
non-trivial character of Z2, we deduce that
H(C, t) =
h(C, t) + (1 + t)d
2
+
h(C, t) − (1 + t)d
2
ζ.
In particular, the Hard Lefschetz theorem (see Remark 2.6) implies that hi− hi−1 ≥
(d
i
)
−
( d
i−1
)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊d2⌋, a result due to A’Campo-Neuen [3].
Example 2.9. Let Γ = Sym3 act on V = R
3 by the standard representation, and let P = [−1, 1]3
be a Γ-invariant polytope. If C denotes the cone over P × 1 in R4, then one computes that
H(C, t) = 1 + (2 + V )t+ (2 + V )t2 + t3 and G(C, t) = 1 + (1 + V )t.
When Γ is trivial, the result below holds, more generally, for h-polynomials and g-polynomials
of Eulerian posets [35, Theorem 2.4].
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Proposition 2.10. With the notation above, H(C, t) = tdH(C, t−1). Equivalently,
td+1G(C, t−1) =
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
det[tI − ρ] IndΓΓF
G(F, t)
det[tI − ρF ]
,
where C/Γ denotes the set of Γ-orbits of faces of C.
Proof. By definition, the second statement is equivalent to
td+1G(C, t−1)−G(C, t) = (t− 1)H(C, t),
which is equivalent to H(C, t) = tdH(C, t−1). For any γ ∈ Γ,
tdH(C, t−1)(γ) =
td det(t−1I − ρ(γ))
t−1 − 1
∑
γ·F=F
F 6=C
G(F, t−1)(γ)
det(t−1I − ρF (γ))
,
where det(t−1I − ρF (γ)) = 1 if F = {0}. By Lemma 2.3, the latter sum equals
det(tI − ρ(γ))
t− 1
∑
γ·F=F
F 6=C
(−1)d−dimF det ρ(γ) det ρF (γ)t
dimFG(F, t−1)(γ)
det(tI − ρF (γ))
,
where det(tI − ρF (γ)) = 1 if F = {0}. By Lemma 2.2, we conclude that
tdH(C, t−1)(γ) =
− det(tI − ρ(γ))
t− 1
∑
γ·F=F
F 6=C
µγ(F,C)t
dimFG(F, t−1)(γ)
det(tI − ρF (γ))
.
By induction on dimension, the latter sum equals
− det(tI − ρ(γ))
t− 1
∑
γ·F=F
F 6=C
µγ(F,C)
det(tI − ρF (γ))
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′⊆F
det(tI − ρF (γ))G(F
′, t)(γ)
det(tI − ρF ′(γ))
=
− det(tI − ρ(γ))
t− 1
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′ 6=C
G(F ′, t)(γ)
det(tI − ρF ′(γ))
∑
γ·F=F
F ′⊆F 6=C
µγ(F,C)
=
det(tI − ρ(γ))
t− 1
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′ 6=C
G(F ′, t)(γ)
det(tI − ρF ′(γ))
= H(C, t)(γ).

We will need the following two lemmas. Recall that Γ acts on the dual cone Cˇ of C, and
there is an inclusion reversing bijection between the faces F of C and the faces F ∗ of Cˇ such
that dimF + dimF ∗ = d+ 1.
Lemma 2.11. If F ⊆ F ′ are γ-invariant faces, then
det(tI − ρF ′(γ))
det(tI − ρF (γ))
=
det(tI − ρF ∗(γ))
det(tI − ρ(F ′)∗(γ))
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Proof. Let LF and LF ′ denote the linear spans of F and F
′ respectively. If γ acts on LF ′/LF
with eigenvalues {λ1, . . . , λr}, then γ acts on LF ∗/L(F ′)∗ with eigenvalues {λ
−1
1 , . . . , λ
−1
r }. Since
ρ is a real representation,
{λ−11 , . . . , λ
−1
r } = {λ1, . . . , λr} = {λ1, . . . , λr}.

In the case when Γ is trivial, a version of the lemma below for Eulerian posets is proved by
Stanley in [36, Corollary 8.3]. If F is a face of C with linear span LF , then let C/F denote the
projection of C to Rd+1/LF .
Lemma 2.12. With the notation above, if C is a non-zero cone, then∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
(−1)dimF IndΓΓF det(ρF )G(C/F, t)G(Cˇ/F
∗, t) = 0,
where C/Γ denotes the set of Γ-orbits of faces of C.
Proof. Fix γ ∈ Γ. For any γ-invariant faces F ′ ⊆ F ′′ of C, let ΦF ′,F ′′(t) be∑
γ·F=F
F ′⊆F⊆F ′′
(−1)dimF det ρF (γ)G(F
′′/F, t)(γ)G((F ′)∗/F ∗, t)(γ).
We will prove the stronger claim that
ΦF ′,F ′′(t) =
{
(−1)dimF
′
det ρF ′(γ) if F
′ = F ′′
0 otherwise.
The lemma then follows by setting F ′ = {0} and F ′′ = C. We proceed by induction on
dimF ′′ − dimF ′. Observe that the claim follows from the definitions when F ′ = F ′′, and
hence we may assume that F ′ 6= F ′′. It follows from the definition of the G-polynomial that
the degree of ΦF ′,F ′′(t) is bounded by
dimF ′′−dimF ′−1
2 . Hence it will be enough to show that
ΦF ′,F ′′(t) = t
dimF ′′−dimF ′ΦF ′,F ′′(t
−1). We write tdimF
′′−dimF ′ΦF ′,F ′′(t
−1) as∑
γ·F=F
F ′⊆F⊆F ′′
(−1)dimF det ρF (γ)t
dimF ′′/FG(F ′′/F, t−1)(γ)tdim(F
′)∗/F ∗G((F ′)∗/F ∗, t−1)(γ).
By Proposition 2.10, the latter expression is equal to∑
γ·F=F
F ′⊆F⊆F ′′
(−1)dimF det ρF (γ)
∑
γ·H′′=H′′
F⊆H′′⊆F ′′
det(tI − ρF ′′/H′′(γ))G(H
′′/F, t)(γ)×
∑
γ·H′=H′
F ′⊆H′⊆F
det(tI − ρ(F ′)∗/(H′)∗(γ))G((H
′)∗/F ∗, t)(γ).
Rearranging gives∑
F ′⊆H′⊆H′′⊆F ′′
det(tI − ρF ′′/H′′(γ)) det(tI − ρ(F ′)∗/(H′)∗(γ))ΦH′,H′′(t).
By induction and Lemma 2.11, the latter sum equals
ΦF ′,F ′′(t) + det(tI − ρF ′′/F ′(γ))
∑
γ·H=H
F ′⊆H⊆F ′′
(−1)dimH det ρH(γ).
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By Lemma 2.2, this simplifies to ΦF ′,F ′′(t), as desired.

3. The equivariant S˜-polynomial
The S˜-polynomial of a lattice polytope was introduced by Borisov and Mavlyutov in [15,
Definition 5.3]. The goal of this section is to use the results of [38] to introduce and study a
representation-theoretic analogue of the S˜-polynomial.
We continue with the notations of the previous section, and further assume that C is the cone
over a d-dimensional, Γ-invariant lattice polytope P , and ρ : Γ→ GLd+1(Z) is an integer-valued
representation. If F is a face of C, then recall that ΓF denotes the stabilizer of F , with complex
representation ring R(ΓF ). For each face F of C and non-negative integer m, let χF,m denote the
permutation representation of ΓF on the lattice points in F ∩mP . Following [38], consider the
power series of virtual representations ϕF [t] =
∑
i≥0 ϕF,it
i ∈ R(ΓF )[[t]] defined by the equation
(4)
∑
m≥0
χF,mt
m =
ϕF [t]
det[I − ρF t]
∈ R(ΓF )[[t]],
where det[I − ρF t] is defined by (3). Observe that ϕF [t] = 1 ∈ R(Γ) when F = {0}. For each
non-zero face F , evaluating the characters of the terms of the above equation at 1 ∈ ΓF yields∑
m≥0
fF∩P (m)t
m =
h∗F∩P (t)
(1− t)dimF
,
where fF∩P (m) is the Ehrhart polynomial of F ∩ P , with degree dim(F ∩ P ), and h
∗
F∩P (t)
is the h∗-polynomial of F ∩ P , with degree at most dim(F ∩ P ) (see, for example, [12]). In
particular, if each ϕF,i is a representation, then ϕF,i(1) equals the dimension of the representation
ϕF,i, and hence ϕF [t] is a polynomial of degree at most d.
Remark 3.1. In subsequent sections, we will restrict attention to certain geometric cases. More
specifically, we will assume that there exists a non-degenerate, Γ-invariant hypersurface with
Newton polytope P . In this case, it is proved in [39, Corollary 6.6] that ϕF,i is a representation
of ΓF .
In fact, for each γ ∈ Γ, ϕF [t](γ) is a rational function in t [38, Lemma 6.3], and we have
the following equivariant version of Ehrhart reciprocity. For each non-zero face F of C and
positive integer m, let χ◦F,m denote the permutation representation of ΓF on the lattice points in
Int(F ) ∩mP , where Int(F ) denotes the relative interior of F . Then Corollary 6.6 in [38] states
that
(5)
∑
m≥1
χ◦F,mt
m =
tdimFϕF [t
−1]
det[I − ρF t]
∈ R(ΓF )[[t]].
Corollary 3.2. With the notation above,
ϕF [t] =
∑
[F ′]∈F/ΓF
IndΓFΓF ′
tdimF
′
ϕF ′ [t
−1] det[I − ρF t]
det[I − ρF ′t]
,
where F/ΓF denotes the set of ΓF -orbits of faces of F .
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Proof. The result holds by definition when F = {0}. Hence we may assume that F is nonzero.
For each γ ∈ ΓF , we need to show that
ϕF [t](γ) =
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′⊆F
tdimF
′
ϕF ′ [t
−1](γ) det(I − ρF (γ)t)
det(I − ρF ′(γ)t)
.
After dividing both sides by det(I − ρF (γ)t) and applying (5), we need to show that∑
m≥0
χF,m(γ)t
m = 1 +
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
{0}6=F ′⊆F
∑
m≥1
χ◦F ′,m(γ)t
m.
For each positive integer m, the coefficient of tm on both sides of the above equation equals the
number of γ-fixed lattice points in F ∩mP . 
We now introduce our representation-theoretic version of the S˜-polynomial of P , which re-
stricts to the usual S˜-polynomial when Γ is trivial. Recall that there is an inclusion reversing
bijection between the faces F of C and the faces F ∗ of the dual cone Cˇ.
Definition 3.3. With the notation above,
S˜Γ(C, t) = S˜P,Γ(C, t) =
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
(−1)d+1−dimF IndΓΓF det(ρF )ϕF [t]G(F
∗, t) ∈ R(Γ)[[t]],
where C/Γ denotes the set of Γ-orbits of faces of C, and G(F ∗, t) is defined by Definition 2.4.
Remark 3.4. As in Remark 3.1, in subsequent sections we will assume that there exists a non-
degenerate, Γ-invariant hypersurface with Newton polytope P . In this case, S˜Γ(t) is a polynomial
of degree d, and its coefficients are representations (rather then virtual representations) of Γ (see
Remark 4.5).
Example 3.5. Suppose that P is a simplex i.e. P has precisely d+1 vertices {v0, . . . , vd} ⊆ C.
Then S˜Γ(C, t) has a concrete description as a graded permutation representation [39, Corol-
lary 8.1]. More precisely, the coefficient of tm in S˜Γ(t) equals the permutation representation of
Γ acting on the lattice points v in Int(mP ) which can be written in the form v =
∑d
i=0 αivi for
some 0 < αi < 1.
When Γ is trivial, the following lemma is proved in [15, Remark 5.4].
Lemma 3.6. With the notation above,
S˜Γ(C, t) = t
d+1S˜Γ(C, t
−1).
Proof. By Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 2.11, for any γ ∈ Γ, we compute
td+1S˜Γ(C, t
−1)(γ) =
∑
γ·F=F
(−1)d+1−dimF det ρF (γ)t
dimFϕF [t
−1](γ)tdimF
∗
G(F ∗, t−1)(γ)
=
∑
γ·F=F
(−1)d+1−dimF det ρF (γ)t
dimFϕF [t
−1](γ)
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F⊆F ′
det(tI − ρF ′(γ))G((F
′)∗, t)(γ)
det(tI − ρF (γ))
=
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
(−1)d+1−dimF
′
det ρF ′(γ)G((F
′)∗, t)(γ)
∑
γ·F=F
F⊆F ′
tdimFϕF [t
−1](γ) det(I − ρF ′(γ)t)
det(I − ρF (γ)t)
.
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The latter sum equals S˜Γ(C, t)(γ) by Corollary 3.2. 
4. Equivariant Hodge-Deligne polynomials of hypersurfaces of tori
In this section, we prove an explicit formula for the equivariant Hodge-Deligne polynomial
of a Γ-invariant, non-degenerate hypersurface X◦ in a torus. When Γ is trivial, this reduces
to a reformulation of Borisov and Mavlyutov [15, proof of Proposition 5.5] of a formula due to
Batyrev and Borisov [7, Theorem 3.24]. In the case when C is the cone over a simple polytope,
a formula was given in [39, Theorem 7.1].
Let Γ be a finite group acting algebraically on a complex variety Z. Then the equivariant
Hodge-Deligne polynomial EΓ(Z;u, v) ∈ R(Γ)[u, v] is a polynomial of virtual representations
first considered in [39, Section 5], and satisfying the following properties:
(1) If Z is complete with at worst quotient singularities, then
EΓ(Z;u, v) =
∑
p,q
(−1)p+qHp,q(Z)upvq,
where Hp,q(Z) is the (p, q)th piece of the complex cohomology of Z, regarded as a Γ-
module.
(2) If U is a Γ-invariant, open subvariety of Z, then
EΓ(Z) = EΓ(U) + EΓ(Z r U).
(3) If Γ acts on a complex variety Z ′, then
EΓ(Z × Z
′) = EΓ(Z)EΓ(Z
′).
We refer the reader to Section 5 in [39] for more details, including the definition of EΓ(Z;u, v)
in terms of the action of Γ on the mixed Hodge structure of the complex cohomology H∗c (Z) of
Z with compact support. We will need the following examples and facts.
Example 4.1. If Γ acts algebraically on Ad, then EΓ(A
d) = Hdc (A
d)(uv)d = (uv)d.
Example 4.2. [39, Example 5.4] If Γ acts linearly on a lattice M of rank d via a representation
ρ′ : Γ → GL(M), then Γ acts algebraically on the corresponding torus T = SpecC[M ], and,
with the notation of (3),
EΓ(T ;u, v) =
d∑
k=0
(−1)d+k(
d−k∧
ρ′) (uv)k = det[uvI − ρ′].
Proposition 4.3. [31, Proposition 2.3] Suppose a finite group Γ acts a complex variety Z, and
Z admits a decomposition into locally closed subvarieties Z =
∐
i∈I Zi which are permuted by Γ.
Then
EΓ(Z) =
∑
ι∈I/Γ
IndΓΓi EΓi(Zi),
where I/Γ denotes the set of orbits of Γ acting on I, i denotes a representative of the orbit ι,
and Γi denotes the isotropy group of i in I. In terms of characters, for any γ in Γ,
EΓ(Z)(γ) =
∑
γ·Zi=Zi
EΓi(Zi)(γ).
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We continue with the notations of the previous sections, and assume that C is the cone
over a d-dimensional, Γ-invariant lattice polytope P , and ρ : Γ → GLd+1(Z) is an integer-
valued representation. After possibly replacing Zd+1 with a smaller lattice, we may assume that
Zd+1 is generated by lattice points in the affine span aff(P ) of P . If M denotes a translate
of aff(P ) ∩ Zd+1 to the origin, then we have an induced representation ρ′ : Γ → GL(M), such
that the representation ρ : Γ → GLd+1(R) is isomorphic, as a complex representation, to the
direct sum of ρ′ and the trivial representation (see Section 2 in [39] for details). Note that
Γ acts algebraically on the corresponding torus T = SpecC[M ]. If u ∈ M corresponds to
the monomial χu ∈ C[M ], then a hypersurface X◦ = {
∑
u∈P∩M auχ
u = 0} ⊆ T defines a Γ-
invariant hypersurface of T if and only if au = a
′
u ∈ C whenever u and u
′ lie in the same Γ-orbit
of P ∩M . The hypersurface X◦ is non-degenerate with respect to P if P is the convex hull
of {u ∈ M | au 6= 0} in MR, and {
∑
u∈Q∩M auχ
u = 0} defines a smooth (possibly empty)
hypersurface in T for each face Q of P . We refer the reader to Section 7 in [38] for a discussion
of the existence of non-degenerate, Γ-invariant hypersurfaces.
For the remainder of the section, X◦ will denote a Γ-invariant hypersurface of T which is
non-degenerate with respect to P . We define E(C) = E(C;u, v) to be the expression
(1/uv)[EΓ(T ) + (−1)
d+1 det(ρ)
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
udimF IndΓΓF det(ρF )S˜ΓF (F, u
−1v)G(C/F, uv)].
Here C/Γ denotes the set of Γ-orbits of faces of C, and C/F denotes the image of C in the
quotient of Rd+1 by the linear span of F . By Example 4.2,
EΓ(T ;u, v) = det[uvI − ρ
′] =
det[uvI − ρ]
uv − 1
.
Our goal is to prove that E(C) equals the equivariant Hodge-Deligne polynomial EΓ(X
◦) of X◦.
Remark 4.4. The action of Γ on the N-graded, semi-group algebra R = C[C ∩ Zd+1] induces
an action of Γ on the projective toric variety Y = ProjR with torus T via toric morphisms. The
closure X of X◦ in Y is a non-degenerate, Γ-invariant hypersurface in Y . General philosophy
about non-degenerate hypersurfaces, which was communicated to the author by Khovanski˘ı,
suggests that the knowledge of the equivariant Hodge-Deligne polynomials of all Γ-invariant,
non-degenerate hypersurfaces of tori should be equivalent to the knowledge of the representations
of Γ on the intersection cohomology groups of all non-degenerate hypersurfaces of projective toric
varieties. Since we will not need this correspondence, we leave this as an open problem, and
refer the reader to [7] for details in the case when Γ is trivial.
In [39], the author proved an algorithm to compute
EΓ(X
◦;u, v) =
∑
0≤p,q≤d−1
ep,qΓ u
pvq ∈ R(Γ)[u, v],
extending an algorithm of Danilov and Khovanski˘ı in the case when Γ is trivial [24]. Our proof
will proceed by verifying that E(C) satisfies all the steps of the algorithm. The algorithm
consists of three parts. It first determines ep,qΓ for p + q > d − 1, then determines the sums∑
q e
p,q
Γ , and lastly determines e
p,q
Γ for p+ q < d− 1. We refer the reader to Section 6 in [39] for
details.
Step 1 [39, Section 6.1]
The first part of the algorithm states that for p+ q > d− 1, ep,qΓ equals the coefficient of u
pvq
in EΓ(T )uv .
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Since the degree of G(C/F, t) is bounded by d+1−dimF2 by definition, the total degree in u and
v of the right hand side in the expression for E(C) is bounded by d−1. Hence, for p+ q > d−1,
the coefficient of upvq in E(C) equals the coefficient of upvq in EΓ(T )uv .
Remark 4.5. If p+q = d−1, then the coefficient of upvq in the right hand side of the expression
for E(C) equals (−1)d+1 times the coefficient of tq+1 in S˜Γ(C, t). It follows from Theorem 4.10
and the discussion in Section 6.1 in [39] that the coefficient of tq+1 in S˜Γ(C, t) is equal to the
representation of Γ on the (d − 1 − q, q)th piece of the mixed Hodge structure on the primitive
cohomology of the middle cohomology Hd−1c (X
◦) of X◦ with compact support.
Step 2 [39, Section 6.3]
The second part of the algorithm states that for every γ in Γ,
EΓ(X
◦;u, 1)(γ) = (1/u)[EΓ(T ;u, 1)(γ) + (−1)
d+1 det ρ(γ)ϕC [u](γ)],
where ϕC [u] is defined by (4).
We want to compute the value of E(C;u, 1). That is, consider the expression
(1/u)[EΓ(T ;u, 1) + (−1)
d+1 det(ρ)
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
udimF IndΓΓF det(ρF )S˜ΓF (F, u
−1)G(C/F, u)].
By Lemma 3.6, this simplifies to
(1/u)[EΓ(T ;u, 1) + (−1)
d+1 det(ρ)
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
IndΓΓF det(ρF )S˜ΓF (F, u)G(C/F, u)].
By the definition of S˜ΓF (F, u), the evaluation of the character of
IndΓΓF det(ρF )S˜ΓF (F, u)G(C/F, u)
at γ ∈ Γ equals∑
γ·F=F
det ρF (γ)G(C/F, u)(γ)
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′⊆F
(−1)dimF−dimF
′
det ρF ′(γ)ϕF ′ [u](γ)G((F
′)∗/F ∗, u)(γ).
Rearranging, the latter sum is equal to∑
γ·F ′=F ′
det ρF ′(γ)ϕF ′ [u](γ)
∑
γ·F=F
F ′⊆F
(−1)dimF−dimF
′
det ρF (γ)G(C/F, u)(γ)G((F
′)∗/F ∗, u)(γ).
After applying Lemma 2.12 to C/F ′, this expression equals ϕC [u](γ). We conclude that
E(C;u, 1)(γ) = (1/u)[EΓ(T ;u, 1)(γ) + (−1)
d+1 det ρ(γ)ϕC [u](γ)].
Step 3 [39, Section 6.2]
Let C ′ be a Γ-invariant cone over a simple polytope which ‘refines’ C (Danilov and Khovanski˘ı
use the term ‘majorizes’ in [24]). That is, C ′ satisfies the property that every ray is contained
in precisely d maximal faces, and there exists a Γ-equivariant function
f : { non-zero faces of C ′} → { non-zero faces of C},
such that:
(1) For every ray r′ of C ′, f(r′) is a ray of C and the tangent cone of C with respect to f(r′)
is contained in the tangent cone of C ′ with respect to r′.
(2) For every non-zero face F ′ of C ′, f(F ′) is the cone generated by {f(r′) | r′ is a ray of F ′}.
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Geometrically, this corresponds to a projective, Γ-equivariant, partial resolution Y ′ → Y of the
projective toric variety Y determined by P ⊆ C. The third part of the algorithm uses the fact
that Poincare´ duality holds for the closure of X◦ in Y ′ in order to compute ep,qΓ for p+ q < d− 1
using Step 1 together with induction on dimension. Together with the two previous steps, this
reduces the equality EΓ(X
◦) = E(C) to proving the following:
Fix γ ∈ Γ, and set
E(C ′;u, v)(γ) =
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′ 6={0}
E(f(F ′);u, v)(γ)
det(uvI − ρF ′(γ))
det(uvI − ρf(F ′)(γ))
.
We need to show that E(C ′;u, v)(γ) = (uv)d−1E(C ′;u−1, v−1)(γ).
Remark 4.6. With the notation above, E(C ′;u, v) ∈ R(Γ)[u, v] is the conjectural equivariant
Hodge-Deligne polynomial of the closure of X◦ in Y ′, and it remains to verify that the symmetry
arising from Poincare´ duality holds (see [39, Section 6.2] for details).
We will need the following three lemmas.
Lemma 4.7.
(uv)d−1E(C;u−1, v−1) =
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
F 6={0}
IndΓΓF
det[I − ρCuv]
det[I − ρFuv]
E(F ;u, v).
Proof. We expand the left hand side of the above equation as
(uv)d[EΓ(T ;u
−1, v−1)+(−1)d+1 det(ρC)×∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
u− dimF IndΓΓF det(ρF )S˜ΓF (F, uv
−1)G(C/F, (uv)−1)].
By Lemma 3.6, the latter sum equals
(uv)dEΓ(T ;u
−1, v−1)+(−1)d+1 det(ρC)×
(uv)d
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
v− dimF IndΓΓF det(ρF )S˜ΓF (F, u
−1v)G(C/F, (uv)−1).
We first consider the term∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
v− dimF IndΓΓF det(ρF )S˜ΓF (F, u
−1v)G(C/F, (uv)−1).
Fix γ in Γ. By Proposition 2.10, the evaluation of the corresponding virtual characters at γ
equals
1
(uv)d+1
∑
γ·F=F
udimF det ρF (γ)S˜ΓF (F, u
−1v)(γ)
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F⊆F ′
det(uvI − ρC/F ′(γ))G(F
′/F, uv)(γ)
=
1
(uv)d+1
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
det(uvI − ρC/F ′(γ))
∑
γ·F=F
F⊆F ′
udimF det ρF (γ)S˜ΓF (F, u
−1v)(γ)G(F ′/F, uv)(γ).
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Observing that for F ′ 6= {0},∑
γ·F=F
F⊆F ′
udimF det ρF (γ)S˜ΓF (F, u
−1v)(γ)G(F ′/F, uv)(γ) =
(−1)dimF
′
det ρF ′(γ)[uvE(F
′)(γ)−
det(uvI − ρF ′(γ))
uv − 1
],
the above expression simplifies to
1
(uv)d+1
[det(uvI − ρC(γ))+
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′ 6={0}
(−1)dimF
′
det ρF ′(γ) det(uvI − ρC/F ′(γ))[uvE(F
′)(γ)−
det(uvI − ρF ′(γ))
uv − 1
]].
Also, Lemma 2.3 implies that
(uv)dEΓ(T ;u
−1, v−1)(γ) = (uv)d
det((uv)−1I − ρC(γ))
(uv)−1 − 1
=
(−1)d det ρC(γ) det(uvI − ρC(γ))
uv − 1
.
Putting this all together, we deduce that (uv)d−1E(C;u−1, v−1)(γ) equals
(−1)d det ρC(γ) det(uvI − ρC(γ))
uv − 1
+
(−1)d+1 det ρC(γ)
uv
[det(uvI − ρC(γ))+
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′ 6={0}
(−1)dimF
′
det ρF ′(γ) det(uvI − ρC/F ′(γ))[uvE(F
′)(γ)−
det(uvI − ρF ′(γ))
uv − 1
]].
After rearranging, we obtain∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′ 6={0}
det(I − ρC/F ′(γ)uv)E(F
′)(γ) +
det(I − ρC(γ)uv)
uv(1− uv)
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
(−1)dimF
′
det ρF ′(γ).
By Lemma 2.2, the second term in the above expression is zero, and we conclude that
(uv)d−1E(C;u−1, v−1)(γ) =
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′ 6={0}
det(I − ρC/F ′(γ)uv)E(F
′)(γ).

The following lemma easily follows from the proof of Lemma 2.2, and the corresponding
statement when Γ is trivial.
Lemma 4.8. Let C denote the cone over a Γ-invariant polyhedron R, and consider the poset of
cones FQ over γ-invariant faces Q of R, for some γ ∈ Γ. Then the associated Mo¨bius function
satisfies
µγ,R({0}, FQ) =
{
(−1)dimFQ det ρFQ(γ) if Q is bounded
0 otherwise.
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Lemma 4.9. Let C denote the cone over a simple, Γ-invariant polyhedron R, and consider the
poset of cones FQ over γ-invariant faces Q of R, for some γ ∈ Γ. Then
td+1
∑
FQ 6={0}
det(t−1I − ρFQ(γ)) = −
∑
FQ 6={0}
Q bounded
det(tI − ρFQ(γ)).
Proof. Let P denote the poset of cones over γ-invariant faces of R, and consider the function
h : P → Z[t] defined by h({0}) = 0 and h(FQ) = det(t
−1I−ρFQ(γ)) if FQ 6= {0}. By Lemma 4.8,
Mo¨bius inversion implies that
h({0}) = 0 =
∑
FQ 6={0}
det(t−1I − ρFQ(γ)) +
∑
FQ 6={0}
Q bounded
(−1)dimFQ det ρFQ(γ)g(Q),
where g(Q) =
∑
Q⊆Q′ det(t
−1I − ρFQ′ (γ)). In order to compute g(Q), observe that since R is
simple, Q is contained in precisely codimQ facets of R. Moreover, ρC/FQ(γ) is conjugate to the
permutation matrix associated to the action of γ on these facets. Let {V1, . . . , Vs} denote the
γ-orbits of facets containing Q. For any (possibly empty) subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , s}, let QI be the
intersection of the facets {Fj ∈ Vi | i ∈ I}. Then the faces {QI | I ⊆ {1, . . . , s}} are precisely
the faces of R which contain Q and are fixed by γ. We compute
g(Q) = det(t−1I − ρFQ(γ))
∑
I⊆{1,...,s}
det(t−1I − ρFQI /FQ(γ))
= det(t−1I − ρFQ(γ))
∑
I⊆{1,...,s}
∏
i∈I
(t−|Vi| − 1)
= det(t−1I − ρFQ(γ))
s∏
i=1
((t−|Vi| − 1) + 1)
= t− codimQ det(t−1I − ρFQ(γ)).
By Lemma 2.3, td+1g(Q) = (−1)dimFQ det ρFQ(γ) det(tI − ρFQ(γ)), and the result follows. 
We are now ready to prove that E(C ′;u, v)(γ) = (uv)d−1E(C ′;u−1, v−1)(γ). We compute
(uv)d−1E(C ′;u−1, v−1)(γ) = (uv)d−1
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′ 6={0}
E(f(F ′);u−1, v−1)(γ)
det((uv)−1I − ρF ′(γ))
det((uv)−1I − ρf(F ′)(γ))
.
By Lemma 4.7, the latter sum is equal to∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′ 6={0}
(uv)d+1−dim f(F
′) det((uv)
−1I − ρF ′(γ))
det((uv)−1I − ρf(F ′)(γ))
∑
γ·F=F
{0}6=F⊆f(F ′)
det(I − ρf(F ′)(γ)uv)
det(I − ρF (γ)uv)
E(F )(γ).
=
∑
γ·F=F
F 6={0}
E(F )(γ)
det(I − ρF (γ)uv)
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F⊆f(F ′)
(uv)d+1 det((uv)−1I − ρF ′(γ)).
Note that every maximal face F ′ in C ′ corresponds to a half plane. If we fix a non-empty γ-
invariant face F of C and let S′ be the intersection of the half planes corresponding to maximal
faces F ′ of C ′ satisfying F ⊆ f(F ′), then S′ = S × RdimF−1, where S is the cone over a γ-
invariant polyhedron R with a non-empty bounded face, and the representation of Γ on RdimF−1
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is identified with ρ′F , the representation associated with the action of Γ on the affine span of the
face of P corresponding to F . The non-empty faces RF ′ of R are in bijective correspondence
with the non-empty faces F ′ of C ′ such that F ⊆ f(F ′), and satisfy dimRF ′ = dimF
′ − dimF .
Moreover, the non-empty bounded faces of R are in bijective correspondence with the non-zero
faces F ′ of C ′ such that f(F ′) = F . Hence Lemma 4.9 implies that
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F⊆f(F ′)
(uv)d+2−dimF det((uv)−1I − ρF ′(γ))((uv)
−1 − 1)
det((uv)−1I − ρF (γ))
= −
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F=f(F ′)
det(uvI − ρF ′(γ))(uv − 1)
det(uvI − ρF (γ))
.
By Lemma 2.3, this simplifies to∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F⊆f(F ′)
(uv)d+1 det((uv)−1I − ρF ′(γ)) = (−1)
dimF det ρF (γ)
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F=f(F ′)
det(uvI − ρF ′(γ)).
Combining this with our previous expression yields
(uv)d−1E(C ′;u−1, v−1)(γ) =
∑
γ·F=F
F 6={0}
(−1)dimF det ρF (γ)E(F )(γ)
det(I − ρF (γ)uv)
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F=f(F ′)
det(uvI − ρF ′(γ))
=
∑
γ·F ′=F ′
F ′ 6={0}
E(f(F ′))(γ)
det(uvI − ρF ′(γ))
det(uvI − ρf(F ′)(γ))
= E(C ′;u, v)(γ).
In conclusion, we have proven the following formula for the equivariant Hodge-Deligne poly-
nomial of a Γ-invariant, non-degenerate hypersurface in a torus.
Theorem 4.10. Let Γ be a finite group, and let ρ : Γ → GLd+1(Z) be an integer-valued repre-
sentation. Let C ⊆ Rd+1 be a (d + 1)-dimensional, Γ-invariant cone over a lattice polytope P .
If X◦ is a Γ-invariant hypersurface of the corresponding torus T which is non-degenerate with
respect to P , then EΓ(X
◦;u, v) equals
(1/uv)[EΓ(T ) + (−1)
d+1 det(ρ)
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
udimF IndΓΓF det(ρF )S˜ΓF (F, u
−1v)G(C/F, uv)],
where C/Γ denotes the set of Γ-orbits of faces of C, C/F denotes the image of C in the quotient
of Rd+1 by the linear span of F , and EΓ(T ;u, v) =
det[uvI−ρ]
uv−1 .
Proof. This follows from the main result in [39], which is an algorithm for computingEΓ(X
◦;u, v),
together with the above computations, which show that the conjectured formula for EΓ(X
◦;u, v)
satisfies all the properties which uniquely determine EΓ(X
◦;u, v). 
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5. Equivariant stringy invariants of hypersurfaces
The goal of this section is to explicitly compute the equivariant stringy invariant of a non-
degenerate, Γ-invariant hypersurface in a Gorenstein, projective toric variety. We refer the
reader to [28] and [40] for details on toric varieties and non-degenerate hypersurfaces.
We continue with the notations of the previous sections. That is, Γ is a finite group with a
representation ρ : Γ → GLd+1(Z), and C is the cone over a d-dimensional, Γ-invariant lattice
polytope P . We may and will assume that Zd+1 is generated by lattice points in the affine
span aff(P ) of P . If M denotes a translate of aff(P ) ∩ Zd+1 to the origin, then we have an
induced representation ρ′ : Γ→ GL(M). We have an induced action of Γ on the projective toric
variety Y = YP = ProjC[C ∩ Z
d+1] with torus T = SpecC[M ] via toric morphisms. Let X be
a Γ-invariant, non-degenerate hypersurface in Y with respect to P (see Remark 4.4). The toric
variety Y has a stratification Y = ∪FTF into torus orbits TF indexed by the non-zero faces F of
C, which induces a stratification X = ∪FX
◦
F , where X
◦
F is a non-degenerate hypersurface in the
(dimF − 1)-dimensional torus TF . We let N = Hom(M,Z) with its induced Γ-action, and let Σ
denote the normal fan to P . We assume throughout this section that Y is Gorenstein. This
assumption is equivalent to assuming that there exists a piecewise-linear function ψΣ : NR → R
with respect to Σ such that ψΣ(v) = 1 for all primitive integer vectors v on the rays of Σ.
We first define the equivariant stringy invariant of a complex, Gorenstein variety Z with an
action of Γ and at worst canonical singularities. Assume there exists a Γ-equivariant resolution
of singularities π : Z ′ → Z such that the relative canonical divisor KZ′/Z =
∑r
i=1 aiDi is a
simple normal crossings divisor. The assumption that Z is Gorenstein means that Z admits a
canonical divisor, and the assumption that Z has at worst canonical singularities means that
the coefficients ai are non-negative integers. The divisor KZ′/Z is supported on the exceptional
locus of π and is Γ-invariant. Note that Γ permutes the prime divisors {Di | 1 ≤ i ≤ r},
and hence acts on the set {1, . . . , r}. For each (possibly empty) subset J of {1, . . . , r}, let
D◦J = ∩j∈JDj r ∪i/∈JDi. For example, D
◦
J = Z
′ r ∪ri=1Di when J = ∅. Then Z
′ admits a
stratification as a disjoint union of the locally closed subvarieties D◦J .
Definition 5.1. With the notation above, the equivariant stringy invariant Est,Γ(Z;u, v) ∈
R(Γ)[[u, v]] of Z is the power series of virtual representations defined as follows: for each γ in Γ,
Est,Γ(Z;u, v)(γ) =
∑
J⊆{1,...,r}
γ·J=J
EΓJ (D
◦
J ;u, v)(γ)
l∏
j=1
(uv)|Jj | − 1
(uv)|Jj |(aj+1) − 1
,
where J1, . . . , Jl denote the γ-orbits of J , aj denotes the coefficient in KZ′/Z of a prime divisor
in Jj , and ΓJ denotes the stabilizer of J .
Remark 5.2. When γ = 1, Est,Γ(Z)(γ) equals the stringy invariant of Z introduced by Batyrev
in [5].
Remark 5.3. Observe that if π : Z ′ → Z is a crepant resolution, i.e. KZ′/Z = 0, then
Est,Γ(Z) = EΓ(Z
′) by Proposition 4.3.
Remark 5.4. Using Example 4.1, one can generalize motivic integration to complex varieties
with a Γ-action, and define the equivariant stringy invariant as a motivic integral (cf. Section 3.6
and Definition 7.7 in [41] when Γ is trivial). In fact, this was the motivation for the form of
Definition 5.1. Using this approach, one should be able to show that Est,Γ(Z) is independent of
the choice of equivariant resolution. In our case of interest, we will see this independence later
by other means. Since we will not use this remark, we leave the details as an open problem.
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Let us now return to our situation. A result of Abramovich and Wang [2] implies that there
exists a Γ-invariant, smooth fan Σ′ refining the normal fan Σ to P . Since Y is Gorenstein by
assumption, the associated Γ-equivariant toric resolution of singularities Y ′ = Y ′(Σ′) → Y =
Y (Σ) admits a torus-invariant relative canonical divisor
KY ′/Y =
∑
v′i
(ψΣ(v
′
i)− 1)Ei,
where v′i varies over the primitive integer vectors of the rays of Σ
′, and Ei denotes the torus-
invariant prime divisor in Y ′ corresponding to v′i. If X
′ denotes the closure of X◦ = X ∩ T
in Y ′, then we have an induced Γ-equivariant resolution of singularities π : X ′ → X with
Γ-invariant, simple normal crossings, relative canonical divisor KX′/X = KY ′/Y |X′ (see, for
example, [40, Theorem 1.4]). We will call such a resolution a Γ-equivariant toric resolution
of singularities. If Tτ ′ ⊆ Y
′ denotes the torus orbit corresponding to a cone τ ′ in Σ′, then the
value of the equivariant stringy invariant of X at γ in Γ equals
Est,Γ(X)(γ) =
∑
τ ′∈Σ′
γ·τ ′=τ ′
EΓτ ′ (X
′ ∩ Tτ ′)(γ)
l∏
j=1
(uv)|Jj | − 1
(uv)|Jj |ψΣ(v
′
j
) − 1
,
where J1, . . . , Jl denote the γ-orbits of rays of τ
′, v′j denotes a primitive integer vector of a ray
in Jj , and Γτ ′ denotes the stabilizer of τ
′. For a fixed τ ′ ∈ Σ′, let τ denote the smallest cone in
Σ containing τ ′, with corresponding torus orbit Tτ ⊆ Y . As in Section 4 and Section 6.2 in [39],
π : X ′ → X induces a Γ-equivariant projection
X ′ ∩ Tτ ′ ∼= (X ∩ Tτ )× Tτ ′,π → X ∩ Tτ ,
for a torus Tτ,π, inducing an equality
EΓτ ′ (X
′ ∩ Tτ ′)(γ) = EΓτ (X ∩ Tτ )(γ)
det(uvI − ρτ (γ))
det(uvI − ρτ ′(γ))
,
where ρτ (respectively ρτ ′) denotes the representation of Γ on the linear span of τ (respectively
τ ′). Since the restriction of ρτ ′ to the cyclic group 〈γ〉 generated by γ is isomorphic to the
permutation representation of 〈γ〉 acting on the rays of τ ′, it follows that
Est,Γ(X)(γ) =
∑
τ ′∈Σ′
γ·τ ′=τ ′
EΓτ (X ∩ Tτ )(γ)
det(uvI − ρτ (γ))
det(uvI − ρτ ′(γ))
l∏
j=1
(uv)|Jj | − 1
(uv)|Jj |ψΣ(v
′
j) − 1
=
∑
τ ′∈Σ′
γ·τ ′=τ ′
EΓτ (X ∩ Tτ )(γ) det(uvI − ρτ (γ))
l∏
j=1
1
(uv)|Jj |ψΣ(v
′
j) − 1
.
where J1, . . . , Jl denote the γ-orbits of rays of τ
′, and v′j denotes a primitive integer vector of a
ray in Jj . On the other hand, since τ
′ is a unimodular cone,
∑
v∈Int(τ ′)∩N
γ·v=v
(uv)−ψΣ(v) =
l∏
j=1
(uv)−|Jj |ψΣ(v
′
j)
1− (uv)−|Jj |ψΣ(v
′
j
)
=
l∏
j=1
1
(uv)|Jj |ψΣ(v
′
j
) − 1
.
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Putting these two expressions together yields the equality,
(6) Est,Γ(X)(γ) =
∑
τ∈Σ
γ·τ=τ
EΓτ (X ∩ Tτ )(γ) det(uvI − ρτ (γ))
∑
v∈Int(τ)∩N
γ·v=v
(uv)−ψΣ(v),
which shows that Est,Γ(X)(γ) is independent of the choice of Σ
′. If τ is non-zero, then the
assumption that Y is Gorenstein implies that τ is the cone over the lattice polytope Qτ =
τ ∩ ψ−1Σ (1), and mQτ = τ ∩ ψ
−1
Σ (m) for every non-negative integer m. Following (4), we may
consider the expression ∑
m≥0
χτ,mt
m =
ϕτ [t]
det[I − ρτ t]
∈ R(Γτ )[[t]],
where χτ,m denotes the permutation representation of Γτ on the lattice points in τ ∩ ψ
−1
Σ (m),
and ϕτ [t] ∈ R(Γτ )[[t]]. Observe that when τ = {0}, ϕτ [t] = det[I − ρτ t] = 1 ∈ R(Γ), and hence
the above equation holds in this case. Evaluating (5) at γ ∈ Γ yields
∑
v∈Int(τ)∩N
γ·v=v
tψΣ(v) =
tdim τϕτ [t
−1](γ)
det(I − ρτ (γ)t)
Setting t = (uv)−1 and substituting into (6) yields
Est,Γ(X)(γ) =
∑
τ∈Σ
γ·τ=τ
EΓτ (X ∩ Tτ )(γ)ϕτ [uv](γ).
Finally, recall that there is a bijection between the cones τ in Σ and the non-zero cones of C,
such that, with our previous notations, TF = Tτ and ΓF = Γτ . We summarize the results of our
discussion in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.5. Let Γ be a finite group, and let ρ : Γ → GLd+1(Z) be an integer-valued
representation. Let C ⊆ Rd+1 be a (d+ 1)-dimensional, Γ-invariant cone over a lattice polytope
P . Let Σ denote the normal fan of P with corresponding toric variety Y = Y (Σ). If X is a
Γ-invariant hypersurface of Y which is non-degenerate with respect to P , then the equivariant
stringy invariant of X is given by
Est,Γ(X;u, v) =
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
F 6={0}
IndΓΓF EΓF (X ∩ TF ;u, v)ϕτ [uv],
where C/Γ denotes the set of Γ-orbits of faces of C, and τ is the cone in Σ corresponding to the
face F of C. Moreover, an explicit formula for EΓF (X ∩ TF ;u, v) is given by Theorem 4.10. If
X admits a crepant, Γ-equivariant, toric resolution X ′ → X, then Est,Γ(X) = EΓ(X
′).
Remark 5.6. Using Lemma 4.7, together with (6) and the above proposition, one verifies that
Est,Γ(X;u, v) = (uv)
d−1Est,Γ(X;u
−1, v−1).
The polytope P is reflexive if it contains a unique interior lattice point v, and, after setting
M = (aff(P ) ∩ Zd+1) − v, where aff(P ) is the affine span of P , and regarding P as a polytope
in M after translation, every non-zero lattice point in M lies on the boundary of mP for some
positive integer m. We refer the reader to Section 1 in [11] for a thorough discussion of reflexive
polytopes. If P is reflexive, then the dual cone Ĉ of C is the cone over a lattice polytope P ∗,
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which itself is reflexive. With the notation of (4), Corollary 6.9 in [38] states that P is reflexive
if and only if
(7) ϕC [t] = t
dϕC [t
−1].
If Y ∗ denotes the projective toric variety corresponding to the normal fan of P ∗, then the
toric varieties Y and Y ∗ are Fano i.e. their anti-canonical divisors are ample, and, in particular,
are Gorenstein. When Γ is trivial, the formula below is a reformulation due to Borisov and
Maylutov [15, Theorem 7.2] of a formula of Batyrev and Borisov [7, Theorem 4.14].
Corollary 5.7. Let Γ be a finite group, and let ρ : Γ → GLd+1(Z) be an integer-valued repre-
sentation. Let C ⊆ Rd+1 be a (d + 1)-dimensional, Γ-invariant cone over a reflexive polytope
P . If X is a Γ-invariant hypersurface of Y which is non-degenerate with respect to P , then the
equivariant stringy invariant of X is given by
(8) Est,Γ(X;u, v) =
det(ρ)
uv
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
(−u)dimF IndΓΓF det(ρF )S˜ΓF (F, u
−1v)S˜ΓF (F
∗, uv),
where C/Γ denotes the set of Γ-orbits of faces of C.
Proof. Let v∗ be the unique interior lattice point in P ∗. If N = Hom(M,Z), then the dual
lattice admits a Γ-equivariant isomorphism (Zd+1)∗ ∼= N ⊕ (Z · v∗), and projection onto the first
co-ordinate gives Γ-equivariant isomorphisms between the semi-groups F ∗ ∩ (Zd+1)∗ and τ ∩N ,
where F ∗ runs over the faces of the dual cone Ĉ, and τ runs over the cones of the normal fan to
P . Hence, Proposition 5.5 and Theorem 4.10 imply that for every γ ∈ Γ, Est,Γ(X)(γ) is equal
to
(1/uv)
∑
06=F⊆C
γ·F=F
ϕF ∗ [uv](γ)[EΓF (TF )(γ)
+ (−1)dimF det ρF (γ)
∑
F˜⊆F
γ·F˜=F˜
udim F˜ det ρF˜ (γ)S˜ΓF˜ (F˜ , u
−1v)(γ)G(F/F˜ , uv)(γ)].
After rearranging, this expression becomes
(1/uv)
∑
06=F⊆C
γ·F=F
ϕF ∗ [uv](γ)[EΓF (TF )(γ) + (−1)
dimF det ρF (γ)G(F, uv)(γ)]
+ (1/uv)
∑
06=F˜⊆C
γ·F˜=F˜
udim F˜ det ρF˜ (γ)S˜ΓF˜ (F˜ , u
−1v)(γ)
∑
F˜⊆F
γ·F=F
ϕF ∗ [uv](γ)(−1)
dim F det ρF (γ)G(F/F˜ , uv)(γ).
On the other hand, by Definition 3.3, for a non-zero face F˜ of C,
S˜Γ
F˜
(F˜ ∗, t)(γ) =
∑
F˜⊆F
γ·F=F
(−1)dimF−dim F˜ det ρF ∗(γ)ϕF ∗ [t](γ)G(F/F˜ , t)(γ).
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Substituting into our previous expression, and using the fact that det(ρF ) det(ρF ∗) = det(ρ)
(Lemma 2.11), gives
(1/uv)
∑
06=F⊆C
γ·F=F
ϕF ∗ [uv](γ)[EΓF (TF )(γ) + (−1)
dimF det ρF (γ)G(F, uv)(γ)]
+ (1/uv) det ρ(γ)
∑
06=F˜⊆C
γ·F˜=F˜
(−u)dim F˜ det ρF˜ (γ)S˜ΓF˜ (F˜ , u
−1v)(γ)S˜Γ
F˜
(F˜ ∗, uv)(γ).
Comparing with the right hand side of (8), we see that it remains to show that
det ρ(γ)S˜Γ(Ĉ, uv)(γ) =
∑
06=F⊆C
γ·F=F
ϕF ∗ [uv](γ)[EΓF (TF )(γ) + (−1)
dimF det ρF (γ)G(F, uv)(γ)].
On the other hand, by Definition 3.3,
det ρ(γ)S˜Γ(Ĉ, uv)(γ) =
∑
γ·F=F
(−1)dimF det ρF (γ)ϕF ∗ [uv](γ)G(F, uv)(γ).
After comparing these two expressions, we are left with proving that
ϕ
Ĉ
[uv](γ) =
∑
06=F⊆C
γ·F=F
ϕF ∗ [uv](γ)EΓF (TF )(γ).
By Example 4.2 and then Lemma 2.11 and Corollary 3.2,∑
06=F⊆C
γ·F=F
ϕF ∗ [uv](γ)EΓF (TF )(γ) =
1
uv − 1
∑
06=F⊆C
γ·F=F
ϕF ∗ [uv](γ) det(uvI − ρF (γ))
=
1
uv − 1
((uv)d+1ϕ
Ĉ
[(uv)−1](γ)− ϕ
Ĉ
[uv](γ)).
By (7), the latter sum is equal to ϕĈ [uv](γ), as desired. 
6. Applications to mirror symmetry
The goal of this section is to present a representation-theoretic version of Batyrev-Borisov
mirror symmetry.
We continue with the notation of the previous section, and let C and Ĉ be dual, Γ-invariant
cones over reflexive polytopes P and P ∗ respectively. We may and will assume that the rep-
resentation ρ : Γ → GLd+1(Z) is effective. If Y (respectively Y
∗) denotes the projective toric
variety corresponding to the normal fan of P (respectively P ∗), then Y and Y ∗ are Fano i.e.
their anti-canonical divisors are ample. Let X (respectively X∗) be a Γ-invariant hypersurface
of Y (respectively Y ∗) which is non-degenerate with respect to P (respectively P ∗). Then X
and X∗ are Calabi-Yau varieties. That is, by the adjunction formula, X and X∗ have trivial
canonical divisors, and, since Y and Y ∗ have at worst canonical singularities, X and X∗ have
at worst canonical singularities [40, Theorem 1.4]. Batyrev and Borisov proved the following
version of mirror symmetry in [7],
Est(X;u, v) = (−u)
d−1Est(X
∗;u−1, v),
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where the stringy invariants of X and X∗ are defined by Definition 5.1 when Γ is trivial. In
particular, if there exist crepant, toric resolutions X˜ → X and X˜∗ → X∗, then Est(X) = E(X˜),
Est(X
∗) = E(X˜∗), and, by Property (1) of the Hodge-Deligne polynomial,
dimHp,q(X˜) = dimHd−1−p,q(X˜∗) for 0 ≤ p, q ≤ d− 1.
The following representation-theoretic version of mirror symmetry was conjectured in [39, Con-
jecture 9.1].
Theorem 6.1. Let Γ be a finite group, with integer-valued representation ρ : Γ → GLd+1(Z).
Let C and Ĉ be dual, Γ-invariant cones over reflexive polytopes P and P ∗ respectively, and let
X and X∗ be corresponding Γ-invariant, non-degenerate, Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces. Then
Est,Γ(X;u, v) = (−u)
d−1 det(ρ) · Est,Γ(X
∗;u−1, v).
Proof. By Corollary 5.7, and using the fact that det(ρF ) det(ρF ∗) = det(ρ) (Lemma 2.11) and
det(ρ)2 = 1,
Est,Γ(X;u, v) =
det(ρ)
uv
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
(−u)dimF IndΓΓF det(ρF )S˜ΓF (F, u
−1v)S˜ΓF (F
∗, uv)
= (−u)d−1
u
v
∑
[F ]∈C/Γ
(−u)− dimF
∗
IndΓΓF det(ρF ∗)S˜ΓF (F
∗, uv)S˜ΓF (F, u
−1v)
= (−u)d−1 det(ρ) ·Est,Γ(X
∗;u−1, v).

Suppose that there exist Γ-equivariant, crepant, toric resolutions X˜ → X and X˜∗ → X∗. Then
Theorem 6.1, Proposition 5.5 and Property (1) of the equivariant Hodge-Deligne polynomial
imply that
(9) Hp,q(X˜) = det(ρ) ·Hd−1−p,q(X˜∗) ∈ R(Γ) for 0 ≤ p, q ≤ d− 1.
The projection X˜ → X˜/Γ induces an isomorphism H∗(X˜)Γ ∼= H∗(X˜/Γ) which preserves Hodge
structures, where H∗(X˜)Γ denotes the Γ-invariant isotypic component of H∗(X˜). In particular,
if det(ρ) is the trivial representation, then the (possibly singular) varieties X˜/Γ and X˜∗/Γ have
mirror Hodge diamonds i.e.
(10) dimHp,q(X˜/Γ) = dimHd−1−p,q(X˜∗/Γ).
This produces infinitely many new examples of (possibly singular) pairs of varieties with mirror
Hodge diamonds. We refer the reader to Section 7 and Section 8 for explicit examples.
Remark 6.2. If det(ρ) is the trivial representation, then Γ acts trivially on Hd−1,0(X˜) =
H0(X˜,Ωd−1
X˜
) ∼= C [39, Corollary 6.8]. In particular, Γ leaves global differential forms of X˜
invariant, and X˜/Γ has trivial canonical divisor. By the Luna Slice Theorem [4, I.2.1], if x ∈ X˜
is fixed by γ ∈ Γ, then γ acts on the tangent space TxX˜ with determinant 1.
Question 6.3. Assume that det(ρ) is the trivial representation. What are the singularities of
X˜/Γ? When does it have canonical singularities i.e. when is it a Calabi-Yau variety? When
does it admit a crepant resolution?
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This result suggests the following McKay-type correspondence. Assume that det(ρ) is the
trivial representation. Suppose that Z → X˜/Γ and Z∗ → X˜∗/Γ are crepant resolutions. Then
we expect that the Hodge diamonds of the Calabi-Yau manifolds Z and Z∗ are mirror. As
before, this is a question about the stringy invariants of X˜/Γ and X˜∗/Γ. Since the latter
varieties have orbifold singularities, results of Yasuda [43] imply that their stringy invariants
equal their orbifold Hodge-Deligne polynomials. That is, the dimension of Hp,q(Z) equals the
dimension of the graded piece Hp,qorb(X˜
∗/Γ) of the Chen-Ruan orbifold cohomology ring of X˜∗/Γ
[22]. We will formulate a precise conjecture (Conjecture 6.7) below.
Question 6.4. Does there exist a homological mirror symmetry correspondence between Z and
Z∗? This is suggested by the idea that the derived category of coherent Γ-sheaves of X˜ should
be equivalent to the derived category of coherent sheaves on Z (cf. [18]).
In [27], Fantechi and Go¨ttsche introduced a graded non-commutative ring H∗(Y,G) with G-
action associated to an (effective) action of a finite group G on a complex, compact manifold
Y . We describe H∗(Y,G) as a graded, complex G-representation below, and refer the reader to
Section 1 in [27] for details. As an ungraded complex vector space,
H(Y,G) :=
⊕
g∈G
H∗(Y g),
where Y g denotes the fixed locus of Y , a smooth, possibly disconnected, submanifold (see, for
example, [26, Lemma 4.1]). An element h ∈ G induces an isomorphism h : Y g → Y hgh
−1
, and
hence an isomorphism h∗ : H
∗(Y g) → H∗(Y hgh
−1
). The latter isomorphisms combine to give
an action of G on H(Y,G). Suppose that g ∈ G fixes x ∈ Y and acts on the tangent space
TxY with eigenvalues {e
2πiαj}j for some 0 ≤ αj < 1. Then the age a(g, x) = a(g, T ) is equal to∑
j αj ∈ Q, and only depends on the connected component T of x in Y
g. The Hodge structure
on H∗(Y,G) is given by the identification
H(Y,G) =
⊕
g∈G
⊕
T⊆Y g
⊕
p,q
Hp,q(Y g)(−a(g, T )),
where T runs over the connected components of Y g, and Hp,q(Y g)(−a(g, T )) has type (p +
a(g, T ), q + a(g, T )). The latter identification induces a Q-grading on H(Y,G). Observe that
the action of G on H(Y,G) preserves the Hodge structure, and hence we may regard the (p, q)th
component Hp,q(Y,G) of H(Y,G) as a G-representation.
Remark 6.5. Suppose that g ∈ G fixes x ∈ Y and acts on the tangent space TxY with
determinant 1. Then the age a(g, x) is a non-negative integer. By Remark 6.2, if det(ρ) is the
trivial representation, then
H(X˜,Γ) =
⊕
p,q
Hp,q(X˜,Γ),
where p, q are non-negative integers.
Remark 6.6. [27, Remark 1.4] We have an isomorphism of Hodge structures between the
invariant subspace H(Y,G)G and the Chen-Ruan orbifold cohomology ring [22]
H∗orb(Y/G) =
⊕
g∈S
H∗(Y g/C(g)),
where S is a set of conjugacy class representatives of G, and C(g) denotes the centralizer of g
in G. In particular, if Z → Y/G is a crepant resolution, then we have an isomorphism of Hodge
structures H∗(Z) ∼= H(Y/G)G.
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Conjecture 6.7. Assume that det(ρ) is the trivial representation, and there exist crepant,
equivariant, toric resolutions X˜ → X and X˜∗ → X∗ of the mirror Calabi-Yau varieties X and
X∗ associated to the d-dimensional reflexive polytopes P and P ∗ respectively. Then we have an
isomorphism of Γ-representations
Hp,q(X˜,Γ) ∼= Hd−1−p,q(X˜∗,Γ),
for all pairs of non-negative integers p, q. In particular, Hp,qorb(X˜/Γ)
∼= H
d−1−p,q
orb (X˜
∗/Γ), and if
there exist crepant resolutions Z → X˜/Γ and Z∗ → X˜∗/Γ, then Z and Z∗ are (d−1)-dimensional
Calabi-Yau manifolds with mirror Hodge diamonds.
In the remainder of this section, we present a weaker form of the above conjecture. We will
need the following well-known lemma (see, for example, [21, (30)]), which is extremely useful in
computations.
Lemma 6.8 (Lefschetz fixed-point formula). Suppose that a finite group G acts on a manifold
Y . Consider the Euler characteristic χ(Y ) =
∑
i(−1)
iH i(Y ) as an element of the complex
representation ring R(G). Then, for each g in G, the topological Euler characteristic χ(Y g) of
the fixed locus Y g is equal to the evaluation χ(Y )(g) of the associated virtual character of χ(Y )
at g.
Suppose that Y is a compact manifold with an (effective) action of a finite group G. Inspired
by physics, Dixon et. al. introduced the orbifold Euler number in [25],
χ(Y,G) :=
1
|G|
∑
gh=hg
χ(Y g ∩ Y h),
where the sum runs over all commuting pairs (g, h), and χ(Y g ∩ Y h) is the topological Euler
characteristic of Y g ∩ Y h. Using the Lefschetz fixed point and after a short computation, this
may be rewritten as
(11) χ(Y,G) =
∑
g∈S
χ(Y g/C(g)),
where S is a set of conjugacy class representatives of G, and C(g) denotes the centralizer of g
in G. In particular, suppose that whenever g ∈ G fixes x ∈ Y , then g acts on the tangent space
TxY with determinant 1. By Remark 6.5 and Remark 6.6,
χ(Y,G) =
∑
i
(−1)i dimH iorb(Y/G),
and if Z → Y/G is a crepant resolution, then χ(Z) = χ(Y,G). Conjecture 6.7 would immediately
imply the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.9. Assume that det(ρ) is the trivial representation, and there exist crepant, toric
resolutions X˜ → X and X˜∗ → X∗ of the mirror Calabi-Yau varieties X and X∗ associated to
the d-dimensional reflexive polytopes P and P ∗ respectively. Then
χ(X˜,Γ) = (−1)d−1χ(X˜∗,Γ).
In particular, if there exist crepant resolutions Z → X˜/Γ and Z∗ → X˜∗/Γ, then χ(Z) =
(−1)d−1χ(Z∗).
We verify this conjecture under a strong additional assumption, which holds, for example,
when Γ is a cyclic group of prime order.
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Corollary 6.10. Assume that det(ρ) is the trivial representation, and there exist crepant, toric
resolutions X˜ → X and X˜∗ → X∗ of the mirror Calabi-Yau varieties X and X∗ associated
to the d-dimensional reflexive polytopes P and P ∗ respectively. Further assume that for each
non-trivial element γ ∈ Γ, the centralizer of γ satisfies C(γ) = 〈γ〉. Then
χ(X˜,Γ) = (−1)d−1χ(X˜∗,Γ).
Proof. By (10), χ(X˜/Γ) = (−1)d−1χ(X˜∗/Γ). Hence, by (11) and our assumption, it will be
enough to show that for all non-trivial γ in Γ,
χ(X˜γ) = (−1)d−1χ((X˜∗)γ).
By the Lefschetz fixed-point formula (Lemma 6.8), we are reduced to verifying that
χ(X˜)(γ) = (−1)d−1χ(X˜∗)(γ).
The latter equality is a direct consequence of (9). 
7. Centrally symmetric reflexive polytopes
In this section, we apply our results to centrally symmetric reflexive polytopes, and establish
Conjecture 6.7 in this case.
We continue with the notation of the previous section. That is, the representation ρ : Γ →
GLd+1(Z) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the trivial representation and ρ
′ : Γ → GL(M),
and C is the cone over a reflexive, Γ-invariant lattice polytope P . Throughout this section, we
set Γ = Z2 = 〈ǫ〉 and ρ
′(ǫ) = −I. In this case, P is called centrally symmetric, and det(ρ) is the
trivial representation if and only if d is even. There exist Z2-invariant hypersurfaces X and X
∗
that are non-degenerate with respect to P and P ∗ respectively [38, Corollary 7.8, Corollary 7.10,
Section 11].
Our first goal is to calculate Est,Z2(X)(ǫ) using Corollary 5.7. Firstly, one calculates that (see
Section 11 in [38]),
ϕC [t](ǫ) = (1 + t)
d.
Also, by Example 2.8,
H(C, t)(ǫ) = (1 + t)d.
By Definition 3.3 and the above computations,
S˜Z2(C, t)(ǫ) = (−1)
d+1G(Ĉ, t)(ǫ) + (−1)dϕC [t](ǫ) = (−1)
dtαd(t),
where αd(t) =
∑d−1
i=0 ait
i is the unique polynomial of degree d− 1 with αd(t) = t
d−1αd(t
−1) and
ai =
(
d
i
)
for i ≤ ⌊d−12 ⌋. Hence, by Corollary 5.7,
Est,Z2(X;u, v)(ǫ) =
(−1)d
uv
(S˜Z2(Ĉ, uv)(ǫ) − u
d+1S˜Z2(C, u
−1v)(ǫ))
= αd(uv) − u
d−1αd(u
−1v).
Let ζ denote the non-trivial character of Z2. Using the latter computation, we may compute
the equivariant stringy invariant of X in terms of the usual stringy invariant of X since
Est,Z2(X) =
Est(X) + Est,Z2(X)(ǫ)
2
+
Est(X)− Est,Z2(X)(ǫ)
2
ζ.
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For the remainder of the section we assume there exist Z2-equivariant, crepant, toric resolu-
tions X˜ → X and X˜∗ → X∗. By Proposition 5.5,
EZ2(X˜ ;u, v) =
∑
p,q
(−1)p+qHp,q(X˜)upvq = Est,Z2(X;u, v) ∈ R(Z2)[u, v].
We claim that Z2 acts freely on X˜ and X˜
∗. Indeed, the only fixed cone of a Z2-invariant fan is
the origin, and hence the only fixed points of the ambient toric variety are the 2d fixed points on
the torus. Explicitly, if T ∼= (C∗)d, then Z2 acts sending (x1, . . . , xd) to (x
−1
1 , . . . , x
−1
d ), and the
fixed points are (±1, . . . ,±1). By the Lefschetz fixed point theorem (Lemma 6.8), the number
of fixed points of X˜ equals χ(X˜ǫ) = χ(X˜)(ǫ). On the other hand, by the above calculation,
χ(X˜)(ǫ) = EZ2(X˜ ; 1, 1)(ǫ) = Est,Z2(X; 1, 1)(ǫ) = αd(1)− αd(1) = 0.
Hence, with the notation of Section 6, we have an equality of graded Z2-representationsH(X˜,Z2) =
H∗(X˜). If d is even, then det(ρ) is trivial, and Theorem 6.1 implies that
EZ2(X˜;u, v) = (−u)
d−1EZ2(X˜
∗;u−1, v),
and hence we have isomorphisms of Z2-representations
Hp,q(X˜) = Hp,q(X˜,Z2) ∼= H
d−1−p,q(X˜∗,Γ) = Hp,q(X˜∗).
This verifies that Conjecture 6.7 holds when d is even.
Explicitly, it follows that the Hodge numbers of the manifold X˜/Z2 are determined by the
symmetries hp,q(X˜/Z2) = h
q,p(X˜/Z2) = h
d−1−p,d−1−q(X˜/Z2), together with
hp,q(X˜/Z2) =


hp,q(X˜)
2 if p 6= q, p+ q 6= d− 1 or p = q, p+ q = d− 1
hp,q(X˜)+(dp)
2 if p = q <
d−1
2
hp,q(X˜)+(−1)d(dp)
2 if p+ q = d− 1, p < q.
Similarly, we compute the Hodge numbers of the manifold X˜∗/Z2. Since X˜ and X˜
∗ have mirror
Hodge diamonds by Batyrev-Borisov duality, we see explicitly that X˜/Z2 and X˜
∗/Z2 have mirror
Hodge diamonds when d is even.
Remark 7.1. Since Z2 acts freely on X˜, the topological Euler characteristic of X˜/Z2 is
χ(X˜/Z2) =
χ(X˜)
2 .
Remark 7.2. When d is odd, the canonical divisor K of X˜/Z2 is non-trivial, but 2K is trivial.
Example 7.3. When d = 3, X˜ is a K3-surface with Hodge diamond determined by h2,0(X˜) = 1,
h1,0(X˜) = 0 and h1,1(X˜) = 20. The quotient X˜/Z2 is an Enriques surface with Hodge diamond
determined by h2,0(X˜/Z2) = h
1,0(X˜/Z2) = 0 and h
1,1(X˜/Z2) = 10.
Remark 7.4. If p = q < d−12 , then
Hp,q(X˜) =
hp,q(X˜) +
(d
p
)
2
+
hp,q(X˜)−
(d
p
)
2
ζ ∈ R(Z2).
If p+ q = d− 1, p < q, then
Hp,q(X˜) =
hp,q(X˜) + (−1)d
(d
p
)
2
+
hp,q(X˜)− (−1)d
(d
p
)
2
ζ ∈ R(Z2).
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We conclude that if p = q < d−12 or p + q = d − 1, p < q, but not both, then we have a lower
bound hp,q(X˜) ≥
(d
p
)
. Moreover, if p = q < d−12 or p + q = d − 1, p < q and d is even, then
hp,q(X˜/Z2) ≥
(
d
p
)
. We will see in Example 7.5 below that each of these lower bounds can be
obtained.
Example 7.5. Consider the centrally symmetric, reflexive polytope P = [−1, 1]d. Then X
is a smooth hypersurface of the product Y of P1 with itself d times, embedded in P3
d−1 (and
hence X = X˜). By the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem, the restriction map H iY → H iX is an
isomorphism for i < d− 1. We deduce that for p+ q < d− 1,
hp,q(X) = hp,q(X/Z2) =
{ (d
p
)
if p = q
0 otherwise.
The polytope P ∗ is the d-dimensional cross-polytope i.e. if e1, . . . , ed is a basis of the lattice,
then P ∗ is the convex hull of {±ei}1≤i≤d. The hypersurface X
∗ is singular in general, but we can
construct a Z2-equivariant resolution X˜
∗ → X∗. Indeed, X∗ is a non-degenerate hypersurface
in the toric variety with fan given by the fan over the faces of P . One may construct a Z2-
equivariant, regular, unimodular, lattice triangulation of the boundary of P , which induces the
corresponding toric, crepant resolution. By Batyrev-Borisov duality, for p < q,
hp,q(X˜∗) =
{ (d
p
)
if p+ q = d− 1
0 otherwise.
It follows that for p < q,
hp,q(X˜∗/Z2) =
{ (d
p
)
if p+ q = d− 1 and d is even
0 otherwise.
Example 7.6. If P = [−1, 1]4, then X is a smooth hypersurface of P1×P1×P1×P1 ⊆ P80. We
calculate that the h∗-polynomial of P is h∗P (t) = 1+76t+230t
2+76t3+t4 and the h∗-polynomial
of P ∗ is h∗P ∗(t) = (1 + t)
4 (cf. [17]). Moreover, P has 16 vertices, 32 edges with h∗(t) = 1 + t,
24 2-dimensional faces with h∗(t) = 1 + 6t + t2, and 8 facets with h∗(t) = 1 + 23t + 23t2 + t3.
The h-polynomial and g-polynomial of C are equal to hC(t) = 1 + 12t + 14t
2 + 12t3 + t4 and
gC(t) = 1 + 11t + 2t
2 respectively. For every non-zero face F of C, gF ∗(t) = 1 and h
∗
F ∗(t) = 1,
and if F is a proper face, then S˜(F ∗, t) = 0. Also, h
Ĉ
(t) = (1 + t)4 and g
Ĉ
(t) = 1 + 3t + 2t2.
We deduce that S˜(C, t) = t+ 68t2 + 68t3 + t4, S˜(Ĉ, t) = t + 4t2 + 4t3 + t4, and the respective
Hodge diamonds of X and X˜∗ are equal to
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 68 0
1 68 68 1 1 4 4 1
0 4 0 0 68 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
with topological Euler characteristics −128 and 128 respectively. The respective Hodge diamonds
of the quotients X/Z2 and X˜
∗/Z2 are equal to
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1 1
0 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 36 0
1 36 36 1 1 4 4 1
0 4 0 0 36 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
with topological Euler characteristics −64 and 64 respectively.
8. The quintic threefold
The goal of this section is to apply our results to Fermat hypersurfaces, and explicitly verify
Conjecture 6.7 for the quintic threefold.
We continue with the notation of the previous section, and let Γ be a subgroup of Symd+1
acting on Rd+1 via the standard representation. Let C ⊆ Rd+1 be the first quadrant, and let P
be the convex hull of (d+1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 0, d+1) i.e. the (d+1)st dilate of the standard
simplex. Replace Zd+1 with the lattice generated by all lattice points in the affine span of P ,
and let M be the translation of aff(P ) ∩ Zd+1 to the origin by the unique interior lattice point
(1, . . . , 1) of P . Then P is a Symd+1-invariant, reflexive polytope, and the Fermat hypersurface
X = {xd+10 + · · · + x
d+1
d = 0} ⊆ P
d is a smooth, Symd+1-invariant, Calabi-Yau hypersurface
which is non-degenerate with respect to P . Moreover, the induced action of Symd+1 on H
∗X is
explicitly computed in [39, Example 8.4].
The dual polytope P ∗ is the standard simplex in Rd+1 with lattice Zd+1 + Z( 1d+1 , . . . ,
1
d+1).
After choosing co-ordinates, a Symd+1-invariant hypersurface of the torus has the form {x1 +
· · ·+xd+
1
x1···xd
+ψ = 0} ⊆ (C∗)d for some ψ ∈ C∗. For a general choice of ψ, the corresponding
hypersurface is non-degenerate with represent to P ∗. The normal fan to P ∗ equals the fan
over the faces of P in MR, and a Symd+1-equivariant, regular, unimodular triangulation of
the boundary of P (which one can verify exists) induces a Symd+1-equivariant, toric, crepant
resolution X˜∗ → X∗.
By (10), if Γ ⊆ Symd+1 is the alternating group Ad+1 of even permutations, then the orbifolds
X/Ad+1 and X˜
∗/Ad+1 have mirror Hodge diamonds. For the remainder of the section, we
will specialize to the case when d = 4, and show that the Hodge diamonds of H(X,A5) and
H(X˜∗, A5) are mirror, hence verifying Conjecture 6.7 in this case.
Consider the alternating group A5. It has 60 elements and 5 conjugacy classes. Explicitly, the
conjugacy class of the identity element consists of one element. The conjugacy class containing
γ = (12)(34) has 15 elements and centralizer C(γ) ∼= Z2 × Z2 with C(γ)/〈γ〉 generated by
(13)(24). The conjugacy class containing γ = (123) has 20 elements and C(γ) = 〈γ〉. There are
2 conjugacy classes consisting of cycles of order 5, both with 12 elements and C(γ) = 〈γ〉, where
γ is a conjugacy class representative. Recall that
H(X,A5) =
⊕
γ∈A5
H∗(Xγ), H(X˜∗, A5) =
⊕
γ∈A5
H∗((X˜∗)γ),
with the age grading and A5-action described in Section 6. We will compute the A5-representations
H(X,A5) and H(X˜
∗, A5) below.
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Let µ = 1+2 IndA5Z2 1+2 Ind
A5
Z3
1 ∈ R(A5) be the 101-dimensional permutation representation
corresponding to the action of A5 on the set
{(b1, . . . , b5) | 0 ≤ bi ≤ 4,
∑
i
bi = 5}.
It was shown in [39, Figure 1] that the representations of A5 on the cohomology of X and X˜
∗
are described by the respective diamonds of representations below
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 µ 0
1 µ µ 1 1 1 1 1.
0 1 0 0 µ 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
Consider the element γ = (12)(24) in A5. The fixed locus X
γ consists of the degree 5 curve
C = X ∩ {(x : x : y : y : z)} ⊆ P2 together with {(x : −x : y : −y : 0)} ∼= P1 (cf. [23,
Lemma 2.3]). In both cases, C(γ)/〈γ〉 ∼= Z2 acts by exchanging x and y. Consider the action
of Z2 on R
2 by exchanging co-ordinates, and let Q be the convex hull of the origin, (5, 0) and
(0, 5) in R2. Then C ⊆ P2 may be viewed as a Z2-invariant curve which is non-degenerate
with respect to Q. In particular, by Corollary 6.8 in [39], the Z2-representation H
1,0(C) is the
permutation representation associated to the action of Z2 on the 6 interior lattice points in
Q. Similarly, Z2 acts trivially on H
∗(P1). One verifies that for every fixed point x ∈ Xγ , γ
acts on the tangent space TxX with eigenvalues {1,−1,−1}. In particular, the age a(g, T ) of
both connected components T of Xγ equals 1. We conclude that the representation of A5 on⊕
γ′ H
∗(Xγ
′
), where γ′ varies over the elements of the conjugacy class of (12)(34), is isomorphic
to
0
0 0
0 ν ′ 0
0 ν ν 0 ,
0 ν ′ 0
0 0
0
where ν = 2 IndA5Z2 1 + 2 Ind
A5
Z2×Z2
1 and ν ′ = 2 IndA5Z2×Z2 1.
Consider the element γ = (123) in A5. The fixed locus X
γ consists of the degree 5 curve
C = X ∩ {(x : x : x : y : z)} ⊆ P2, together with the two fixed points x1 = (1 : e
2πi/3 : e4πi/3 :
0 : 0) and x2 = (1 : e
4πi/3 : e2πi/3 : 0 : 0). One verifies that γ acts on the tangent space TxX as
e2πi/3 times the identity transformation when x = x1, as e
4πi/3 times the identity transformation
when x = x2, and acts with eigenvalues {1, e
2πi/3, e4πi/3} when x ∈ C. We conclude that the
representation of A5 on
⊕
γ′ H
∗(Xγ
′
), where γ′ varies over the elements of the conjugacy class
of (123), is isomorphic to
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0
0 0
0 θ′ 0
0 θ θ 0 ,
0 θ′ 0
0 0
0
where θ = 6 IndA5Z3 1 and θ
′ = 2 IndA5Z3 1.
Consider the element γ = (12345) in A5. One verifies that γ has precisely 5 fixed points in
P4, none of which lie on X.
Remark 8.1. Observe that the stabilizer of each of the 5 elements in X ∩ {(x : x : x : x : y)}
is the subgroup A4 ⊆ A5. By the Luna Slice Theorem [4, I.2.1], the images of these points in
X/A5 are singularities of the form C
3/A4. In particular, X/A5 has non-abelian singularities.
We conclude that the A5-representation H(X,A5) is described by the diamond of represen-
tations
0
0 0
0 Φ′ 0
0 Φ Φ 0 ,
0 Φ′ 0
0 0
0
where Φ = 1 + 4 IndA5Z2 1 + 8 Ind
A5
Z3
1 + 2 IndA5Z2×Z2 1 and Φ
′ = 1 + 2 IndA5Z3 1 + 2 Ind
A5
Z2×Z2
1. In
particular, by taking invariant subspaces of the above representations, we calculate the orbifold
Hodge diamond of X/A5 to be
1
0 0
0 5 0
1 15 15 1.
0 5 0
0 0
1
We next consider the equivariant toric resolution X˜∗ → X∗. We may view P ∗ as the image
of the standard 4-dimensional simplex in N = Z5/(1, . . . , 1), with induced action of Sym5.
The decomposition of the corresponding projective toric variety induces a decomposition X∗ =
∪F ∗(X
∗ ∩ TF ∗), where TF ∗ = SpecC[NF ∗ ] is the torus orbit corresponding to the non-empty
face F ∗ of P ∗, and NF ∗ is a translation to the origin of the intersection of N with the affine
span of F ∗, with induced action of the stabilizer ΓF ∗ of F
∗ (see Section 2 in [39] for details).
For any element γ ∈ Sym5 and γ-invariant face F
∗, consider the finite abelian group NF ∗(γ) =
NF ∗/〈γ · e− e | e ∈ NF ∗〉. The induced morphism SpecC[NF ∗(γ)] →֒ TF ∗ is the inclusion of the
γ-fixed locus T γF ∗ of TF ∗ .
Consider the element γ = (12)(24) in A5. We compute N(γ) = Z
5/(e0 + · · · + e4 = 0, e0 =
e1, e2 = e3) ∼= Z
2 = Ze0 + Ze2, with induced action of C(γ)/〈γ〉 ∼= Z2 by exchanging e0 and e2.
The fixed locus X∗∩T γ ⊆ T γ ∼= (C∗)2 is a hypersurface which is non-degenerate with respect to
its Newton polytope Q = conv{e0, e2,−2e0− 2e2}. The closure of X
∗ ∩T γ in X˜∗
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component C of (X˜∗)γ . For every x ∈ C, γ acts on TxX˜
∗ with eigenvalues {1,−1,−1} and
age a(γ,C) = 1. By Corollary 6.8 in [39], the Z2-representation H
1,0(C) is the permutation
representation associated to the action of Z2 on the 2 (Z2-fixed) interior lattice points in Q. We
remark that the image of C ⊆ X˜∗ in X∗ contains two singular points of X∗, and one verifies
that the pre-image of each singular point in X˜∗ contains a unique γ-fixed point.
Consider the face F ∗ of P ∗ given by the convex hull of the images of e0, e1, e2, e3 in N , which
corresponds to a ray in the normal fan of P ∗. In this case, NF ∗ ∼= Z
3 is generated by the images
of e0−e3, e1−e3 and e2−e3 in N , and NF ∗(γ) = Ze0+Ze2/(2(e0+e2)) ∼= Z×Z2, with induced
action of C(γ)/〈γ〉 ∼= Z2 by exchanging e0 and e2. The closure of X
∗ ∩ SpecC[NF ∗(γ)] ⊆ TF ∗
in X∗ is isomorphic to P1 = {(x : y)}, with induced action of Z2 exchanging x and y. The
two points corresponding to (0 : 1) and (1 : 0) in P1 are singular points of X∗, lying in the
torus orbits TF ∗ for F
∗ = 〈e0, e1〉 and F
∗ = 〈e2, e3〉. The corresponding cones in the normal fan
of P ∗ are singular 3-dimensional cones, each isomorphic to the cone over 5Q, where Q is the
standard 2-dimensional simplex. The diagram below shows an equivariant, unimodular, regular
triangulation of 5Q, in which γ acts by exchanging the horizontal and vertical co-ordinates, and
the maximal γ-invariant faces are numbered.
q
q
q
q
q
q
q q
q
q
q
q
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
q
q
q
q
q
q
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
q
q
q
1
2
3
4
5
In the corresponding resolution of the ambient toric varieties, the orbit C∗ corresponding to
5Q is replaced by torus orbits corresponding to the faces of the triangulation which are not
contained in the boundary of 5Q. The action of Z2 on C
∗ = SpecC[x, x−1] sends x to x−1 and
has fixed points {1,−1}, with −1 the fixed point in X∗. One calculates that the γ-fixed locus
of the fiber of −1 ∈ X∗ consists of the disjoint union of a point (corresponding to the maximal
face labelled 1 above) and two P1’s (such that {0,∞} correspond to the maximal faces labelled
2 and 3, and 4 and 5 respectively), each with corresponding age 1. The action of C(γ)/〈γ〉 ∼= Z2
exchanges the fibers over the two singular points.
We conclude that (X˜∗)γ consists of the disjoint union of a genus 2 curve and 5 P1’s. Moreover,
C(γ)/〈γ〉 ∼= Z2 acts by leaving the genus 2 curve and one of the P
1’s invariant, and exchanging
the other four P1’s in two orbits. The representation of A5 on
⊕
γ′ H
∗((X˜∗)γ
′
), where γ′ varies
over the elements of the conjugacy class of (12)(34), is isomorphic to
0
0 0
0 ν 0
0 ν ′ ν ′ 0 ,
0 ν 0
0 0
0
where ν = 2 IndA5Z2 1 + 2 Ind
A5
Z2×Z2
1 and ν ′ = 2 IndA5Z2×Z2 1.
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Consider the element γ = (123) in A5. We compute N(γ) = Z
5/(e0 + · · · + e4 = 0, e0 =
e1 = e2) ∼= Z
2 = Ze0 + Ze3. The fixed locus X
∗ ∩ T γ ⊆ T γ ∼= (C∗)2 is a hypersurface which
is non-degenerate with respect to its Newton polytope Q = conv{e0, e3,−3e0 − e3}. It follows
that the closure of X∗ ∩ T γ in X˜∗ is a genus 2 curve C. For every x ∈ C, γ acts on TxX˜
∗ with
eigenvalues {1, e2πi/3, e4πi/3} and age a(γ,C) = 1. The image of C ⊆ X˜∗ in X∗ contains one
singular point of X∗, and the pre-image of the singular point in X˜∗ contains a unique γ-fixed
point.
Consider the face F ∗ of P ∗ given by the convex hull of the images of e0, e1, e2 in N , which
corresponds to a 2-dimensional singular cone in the normal fan of P ∗. In this case, NF ∗ ∼= Z
2 is
generated by the images of v1 = e0−e2 and v2 = e2−e3 in N , and NF ∗(γ) = Zv1+Zv2/(v1+v2 =
0, 3v1 = 0) ∼= Z3. The γ-fixed locus T
γ
F ∗ consists of three points, two of which lie in X
∗ and
have ages 1 and 2 respectively. One verifies that the γ-fixed locus of the fiber in X˜∗ of each
singular point consists of the disjoint union of two P1’s (with age 1) and a point (with ages 1
and 2 respectively).
We conclude that (X˜∗)γ consists of the disjoint union of a genus 2 curve and 4 P1’s and 2
points. The representation of A5 on
⊕
γ′ H
∗((X˜∗)γ
′
), where γ′ varies over the elements of the
conjugacy class of (123), is isomorphic to
0
0 0
0 θ 0
0 θ′ θ′ 0 ,
0 θ 0
0 0
0
where θ = 6 IndA5Z3 1 and θ
′ = 2 IndA5Z3 1.
Finally, one verifies that γ = (12345) acts freely on X˜∗. We conclude that the A5-representation
H(X˜∗, A5) is described by the diamond of representations
0
0 0
0 Φ 0
0 Φ′ Φ′ 0 ,
0 Φ 0
0 0
0
where Φ = 1 + 4 IndA5Z2 1 + 8 Ind
A5
Z3
1 + 2 IndA5Z2×Z2 1 and Φ
′ = 1 + 2 IndA5Z3 1 + 2 Ind
A5
Z2×Z2
1. This
completes the verification of Conjecture 6.7. In particular, by taking invariant subspaces of the
above representations, we calculate the orbifold Hodge diamond of X˜∗/A5 to be
1
0 0
0 15 0
1 5 5 1.
0 15 0
0 0
1
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In this case, a result of Bridgeland, King and Reid [18] implies there exist canonical crepant
resolutions of X/A5 and X˜
∗/A5. We briefly recall their result. Let G be a finite group acting
effectively on a 3-dimensional complex manifold Y and assume that for every g ∈ G and g-fixed
point y ∈ Y , g acts on TyY with determinant 1. Then Y/G has Gorenstein singularities. In [33],
Nakamura introduced the G-Hilbert scheme G-Hilb(Y ) as a proposed candidate for a crepant
resolution of Y/G. Complex valued points of G-Hilb(Y ) parametrize G-invariant, 0-dimensional
subschemes Z of Y , such that the induced representation of G on H0(Z,OZ) is isomorphic to
the regular representation C[G] of G. There is a Hilbert-Chow morphism
τ : G- Hilb(Y )→ Y/G,
sending a G-invariant scheme Z to the class of its support.
Theorem 8.2. [18, Theorem 1.2] With the notation above, G-Hilb(Y ) is a crepant resolution
of Y/G.
By the theorem above and Remark 6.2, we conclude that A5-Hilb(X) and A5-Hilb(X˜
∗) are
crepant resolutions of X/A5 and X˜
∗/A5 respectively. Hence, the above calculations show that
A5-Hilb(X) and A5-Hilb(X˜
∗) are Calabi-Yau manifolds with respective mirror Hodge diamonds
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 5 0 0 15 0
1 15 15 1 1 5 5 1.
0 5 0 0 15 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
We observe that the calculations above can be used to verify Conjecture 6.7 for any subgroup
Γ ⊆ A5. In particular, Γ-Hilb(X) and Γ-Hilb(X˜
∗) are Calabi-Yau manifolds with mirror Hodge
diamonds. Below we list the respective Hodge diamonds for all non-trivial proper subgroups of
A5 (see, for example, [1]). Note that when Γ = 〈(12345)〉, the action is free and X/Γ and X˜
∗/Γ
are smooth.
Γ = 〈(12)(34)〉 ∼= Z2
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 59 0
1 59 59 1 1 3 3 1.
0 3 0 0 59 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
Γ = 〈(12)(34), (13)(24)〉 ∼= Z2 × Z2
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 7 0 0 41 0
1 41 41 1 1 7 7 1.
0 7 0 0 41 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
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Γ = 〈(123)〉 ∼= Z3
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 5 0 0 49 0
1 49 49 1 1 5 5 1.
0 5 0 0 49 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
Γ = 〈(12345)〉 ∼= Z5
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 21 0
1 21 21 1 1 1 1 1.
0 1 0 0 21 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
Γ = 〈(12)(34), (123)〉 = A4 ⊆ A5
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 7 0 0 29 0
1 29 29 1 1 7 7 1.
0 7 0 0 29 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
Γ = 〈(12)(45), (23)(45)〉 ∼= Sym3
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 5 0 0 33 0
1 33 33 1 1 5 5 1.
0 5 0 0 33 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
Γ = 〈(12)(35), (12345)〉 = D5 (dihedral group of order 10)
1 1
0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 19 0
1 19 19 1 1 3 3 1.
0 3 0 0 19 0
0 0 0 0
1 1
Remark 8.3. One can similarly verify the corresponding statements when d = 3. That is, let
X be the cubic surface {x40+x
4
1+x
4
2+x
4
3 = 0} ⊆ P
3, and let X˜∗ be a Sym4-equivariant, crepant
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resolution of its mirror. Then for any subgroup Γ ⊆ A4, the orbifolds X/Γ and X˜
∗/Γ satisfy
Conjecture 6.7, and have mirror orbifold Hodge diamonds (each with h1,0orb = 0, h
2,0
orb = 1 and
h1,1orb = 20). Moreover, the Γ-Hilbert schemes Γ-Hilb(X) and Γ-Hilb(X˜
∗) are crepant resolutions
of X/Γ and X˜∗/Γ respectively [18, Theorem 1.2].
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